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FORT SUMNER, GUADULUPC COUNTY, ti.
LOC ALETTES

Once each week we pay for this space

for the privalege only of invitjng you
once sprain to become a depositor of
our Lank.
The person who reads about us
fifty-tw- o
times a year ought to know
if lie had read of us but once.

better

The

he knows us the more likely he

is to like

U3

and cur business methods.

Your account, lar;e or small, is urgent.
!y solicited and respectfully

The

first

National Bank,

.

5.

nuilding Materia!,

and

Builders H arciware
"Prices Kighi
Harry W. NAYLOR,

,.,, t,.

Local Manager.

Q
SUCCESSORS TO
A. B. HARRIS.
FORT SUMNER, N. M.
DEALERS IN

Ocois and Slices,

Dry Gocds,

Gent's Furnishing Goods,
Hardware,

Furniture,

Groceries, Hay and Feed,

Farming ímpiimen': z.zá Wagons,
We have just received a HIT and COMPLETE

in

V.'slei':i

lJiiíj5

h

"r.

OF

iers
' A Mass Meeting of Lot Owners cf the Government
Townsite is hereby ceiled to LTieet at Brooks' Hail, on
Monáay, August 2nd, 1909, at 2:00 o'clock P. M., to
consider tnaUcirs of great importance to the Lot
Owners.
Every Lot Owner is urgcnlly requested to attend.
J. L. LOVELACE,
Chairman cf the Board cf Control.
V. FOOR,

c

Secretary,

Earthquake Scare at RoswelL'
M..

OUR PRICES ARE PiGHT.

CASING.

FLUES and STOVE HPE

MAPUTO ORPEjL
WiNDMiLL WORK "A .SPECIALITY."
Gasoline
Celáralcd "ANN ARBOR"
J. A. NI'RTHINCTON, Prop.

'

L.fiiits.

and- Co. have a
full,
w line of Trunks anel Suit Cases.

Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Panlue of Clovis.
j. t. urown, v. A. Lyles and ( has. Brtí oniortainlr.g a young man, uam.d
Sumner dipped sixteen handled cf their Nicholas Elgin Pardue, who male Lis
cattle uneier Government inspection, at
at their home on July 2 !th.
'
Brawn's ranch t lis week.
the expert gardener
and demonstrator for the Development
Co., is kept very bu ;y supplying
the
de-- i
.d lor iivsb. vegatablea.
He s
selling all he tan proouee withoutgoing
be'yoml tiie
towns.
He
says he coukl sell ten time's as much if
he had I.
I?.

WELL

plankenship
ne
'

.

SUNNYSIDE TIN SHOP

i.u

Chief Deputy Sheriff Pelugio Casaus
was in town Tuesday and Wednesday
on business matters.

line of LADIES and GENTS FUmiSKINGS.

Aistiit for he

Hull--

the earth.
The thing that excites the people it
that the prophet declared that the disturbance would be preceeded by a great
rain, whle'h would mark the territory
to be effected, and as they have had
an extraordinary heavy rain there the
first of the week, the inhabitants believe his prophecy wiil come true and
numbers are leaving the district.
The time set ley the prophet for this
great cafaclism is to be between the
fourth anel the tenth of next August;
that is next week.

lre

RECTÍFYER

FOR ALL KINDS OF

WATER TANKS, GUTTERING,

Jeilius W.

if1

SO

-

a

5

I

Green II. Pjtt.-rsonof Peíterson, K.
th.irty miles soathwrt of Fort
ealle-Sumner,
at the ih view oltice
Friday and sajs that last Tuesday he
visited J! oswell, and that he found the
Uefv.vll iiople in paer.t excitement.
He says that tuero is a report being
- Ut.sd that t!c i'le-.- York prophet
Cod h
t io m.io wiio devoid alio prej ne:'iee. the
v s.on hooel ai d
r me
el'
lis
Blankenship & Co. have Eclipse wind
'.ie i,i'. I .anc'b o eai tnip..,!,. e has
To
paper
prir.t're;
t::e
from
honv.
mil.fc and ouctits.
phecy
riven cut t'.e
that;
here will Lie an earthquake ex ten liner
C. Good, of FanvcP, Ttx, from tl:e Cai'Uan mountains in a souta-easterl- y
Stephen Canavcn, of Gallup, mana-ae- : Mr. Kat-rdin Ci.ion, anel that all tnat
of tne KocKy Cliff Coal Mining attracted liii.'rer by the local. on of the
Hollines C'ollr
i.t La L.ande, spent portion eif tlu- country wiil be sunk into
(Jo., was here on business tne fuse o
the week. JV.r. Canavan says his home several davs In town this week.
While hire he pu:cha;-i'twenty
town is just now experiencing a house-iurniu- e
on account ul so many tuilroau acres umh r the canal irom Vr. G. ?.e
men moving to badup trorn Alouquer-que- ; Car.ne. ',"v. Good v.;'.s plersantly surprised to linil that an eld purchase ol
their ne ,r runs on the cut-o- n
With apoli.ees t.i tie' decent peop le of
i
w lei is tint it
making trie loii.er place mutt cuan.e thirteen lots here bed tnhnnced in val- L'ort Huniner, li e
o;
ue until two
them were worth men i i
tor resínente.
to t'"tJ protection of the
tiian the entire oip;inal purchase price. .iroole to make a iurtiuT statement
Mr. Good M ill be down in a few days '.virh re-a- id
to some maid's print d
Mr. and Jim. J. M.. Hughes, of La:
g
with his teams r.n ma'.te his home jy Cnori.ee Murphy's bartender,
l,i.ndo, are te.e proud patents uf anoth-- 1
trom the lined, room of Murphy's
er line boy. who arrived saiely on the lere tills winter.
saloon.
morning or ii.e z.irr. ...wr. I.Oveiaee
j'Jp itevie'..; in ti e ir.turcEt of the
Great stress shcu'd be had cn tl o
reports tne mother and boy cioing well
of
beiter Fanitaiy conoit o. s iot owrers ot the town, has been inquirwith some hope thM the lalhtr vvi.l subject
embodied in Er. Lovelace's letter in ing xor s'.me time past wdiat Gecrge
pull liirough.
another pait or the pater, t h an up .wurpi y and W. H. Parker did with,
ai-and keep tne close-- t as el an that iie,0el tr.ey drew out of the bunk-oyoer
T.ie Review desiles to tail especial
as vi u do yjur own klt.i;ien. A lex cf
Apr ind.
attention to the suggestions cf Dr.
.
slack lime should bei kept on liar d ai d
j
Ait. r .Mr. Murphy has seen the' paper
,,,..,
n I
..
:..
..i
it
.v.
u uil L..: ctt.lll.aiV
ill
, ... .,...J used freely, C.is is cheap and may be and his hurlendi r so nobly co.iks to the
,...,.toii
the means of preventing tjphald in rescue he fans to to r.r.swer these plain
tliuse warning iihould be heeded
tilt your family amorg your children. questions.
The aforesaid also takes
various nuisances uround town need
ven a?hes will help a little and tilín? occasion to celiac to the rescue of Parcleaning up at oik ; in this instance
s u! solute ly no excuse
net us'njr so ker. Why does he-- ne t give the ' public
ileiaya are doub.y iiuneruu.s, ana we
simple a preventative. Iloil ih:- drink- - .ome cxphenat'on of the trans. ictien?
jet a move on eUi'se.Vi
ir. i water and
kee;i Kith in. Is and;
he prefers to attack the editor
once.
water carel'u ly ci vered where íVes of this paper
c.ir.ni t p;e t at tn in.
:er
Again, while he . lutem. Mr
New Hardware of all kinds at
l'or y iur rv a sake, for vr.ur noigh-- , why does he not tell i s what
ll.aiikeii.-.lii-p
cv. (. o.
f.,r
ti,e
sake of tiiei'ttle Mas done with that R) cents
bur's sake end
has
end tren around ycu, use precaution, Hilii cted era each lot that he has given
John S. Taylor has sold most of his foiiow these ii struet ons or see Dr. crtilicufes f.r since November 1!M7.
irrigated lands, but shews continued Love.ace und tie wi.l tell you more! ile shea.d.l ei-- o:;p!a!n v. hy. when the
laith in them by purchasing Capta. n about preventing typhoid.
nooks were recovered, by pro. tiis of
W. F. Mein tyre's 2J acres at a top
law, from Parker, that twenty pages
notch price.
Frank N. Page of Buchanan, had were trussing from the records, and
four her d of horse s killed by one stroke while he is explaining these matters it
J. H. Keelirg, of
J11., has of lig.'.tnin ; on the even ng of tiur2.!tl . would lo ek gocel to h t owne rs who have
paid their moi.e'v, to have Parker e x- -'
let a eonira.t lor the ere ton oe his
adobe bungalow wlu.li will be Kxil
Th' Daily Tribuir , the new Demo- p'ain why their lets are- not of record:
G. M. McKmney, Dr. W. II. cratic paper, is to start at Albuquerque these matters are exasperating to the
feet.
sci"..-edFranklin, D. J. Liehuif anel Mr. Kinney on fc'eptsmbcr first, 'the territory has back-roodoes net stop
are all building in the same vicinity, :ong in eded a Democratic daily and the
Tlie tsrte'hdcr-screoe- '.
und have let a contract lor a drnhd ffioime pron ises to fid this long feit here,, he d dü'C raLeiy states that "three
well, wind mill, water tank, etc., and want.
The equipment an manage- or four ku'idrid residi'iits of Sunnyskle
they will have then' respective cottages ment promises to give us a paper equal want to retain (he nuine of Kunnysidc,
piped for water. Their plan is to irri- to the oest in the territory.
while fifty living in Ft. Sumner and a
f.-em this side prefer the latter."
gate their lawns and witnal have
neautlful
homes; this we hope will
This is tiie limit! There are by actual
Mr. Gustafson, another expert .gard11.) in l oth towns, counting men,
inspire others to do likewise.
ener, iioni iioswell, has come to Fort count
children. There was held a
Sumner to raise caiiteioupes and p.ota women and
Mass Meeting at FiUgibbcm's Hall on
Jim Womack has opened a Photo- toes under tne big canal.
the Kth of Apr 1, attended I y at . lea: t
graph Gallery on Fourth street.
See
hi) pev!!t of all the male adults,
and
his work.
Neis Curtis, one of our old time catit was arr. ed at the Mass Meeting that
tle men. sold and deliverei tl John
of this ri rt of te.e town
two-stor- y
Mrs. Beaubien's
adobe Mersey, of Higgles, lexas, six hundred the name
hotel is riearlng completion und is going m.l twenty head of cattle, whie'h were
to make a tine building when she gets put
through
uneieT
the . idp
the pebble concrete finish over the gove.innie'iit direction before loading
wabs and the porches on.
a iu s hi. ping on Tuesday.

invited.

cf Fori Sumn; :r, N. M.

W

$1 A YEAR, CASH.

When Dad Reads iba News
'j in the Paper from Home.

fe

times better than

fifty-tw- o

JULY 31, 1909.

Our Darkly, each Monday when supper
is o'er
Who said cake!
G'wan! (Icti't like' And Ma las the wash a'l in soak.
it nohow.
Settl s down .in bin chair by tlv ktichen
door
Good store room for n-rthe1 And fills his old pipe for n smoke;
rest aide of the plana.
We can't do our lessons, so we aiv a!-- !
C. W. F'oor.
lowed
To quietly leave them alone
n t'11'
We are in receipt cf the annnuccment
' when "r iad reads slow-o- f
ly aloiul
tile ed!iug oí U. S. Commissioner'
The news in the paper from home.
D. J. Townley, Jr., and Miss Sarah C.
Smith, of La Land,..
The Review Tt
.. n..i
nr heavt. wl ,w
wishes the newly wi dded pair han devour
ness and prosperity.
The newr that the paper contains;
ui ,je r;Ll)r W()Uld, jf it. ul!0i
i
Just received a car load of wire at
lilis hour
Blankenship & Co's.
feel amply repaid for his pair.:-,The weekly, Pa said, is a power of
might
J. P. Stone of Portales, and T'resi-- 1
In a r i :ho that
dent of tne First National Bank of Ft.
all is own;
Sumner, was here this week looking If you doubt it, come in any Monday
ingot
alter business matters.
While Dad reads the paper from home.
Born To Mr. and Mrs. Mill
Dad never forgets vh n his paper is due
Owens, a fine boy on the 2'Jth.
And always is gi.-.- d of the chance
To do what he says all readers should
dNOTICE
And tl at is, pay in advance.
A.y person who wants to join or
assist in starting- a Brass Band in Fort Week in and week out, with his prose
and hi?--' rhyme,
Sumner, please meet at Brooks' Hall,
There is omc who 's never a drone-M- ay
iugust Srd, at fc:00 o'cioctt p.m.

i

us at least

(Vi.,

C. Nlsbet,

2,h00 new í'oí.t Card views of
juasni-at Bbrkc.islvlp it Co'a

Fori

Prof. II. S. Phillips, of Denver, came
a te.iV nays ago to spend Lis vacation
lie has 40 acres
on his SO acre farm.
of apple orchard, a year old that is
that is growing tine1.

Druga and Medicines,

'.

Toüct Goods,

Perfumery,
Soap3, Crushes,

dd

And Syringes.

$

In

P.. DeGraftet'.ried hs recently been
here on an inspection trip to his a' faifa
farms, lie is chvghtcd with the way
p:vv inner irrigation.

should be changed to Fort Sumner, said
;
mi-li- t
was signed
ad in the
hell and was preie-ntto other who
were not prese nt and signed by them,
making in all UK
Tlie aforementioned of the1' aforesaid
emulation and one other gentleman,
who have made themselves ridiculas,
were at this April meeting, but after
the aforementioned editor made arr ass
of himself and left the hall ii5 disgust,
followed by is friend. When these two
had left the hall theaetion cf the meeting was unanimous.
These two have
so grown in thei: own estimation that
they now enumerate themselves "four
hun Ired. " These two, with about two
others, constitute all the opposition
there is to the chango of the name of
town to Fort Sumner.
Again, referring to Parker's petition
for Post Master, he says Parker had a
petition ot J38 names, including leaeliug
business men in Sunnyside and Fort
Sumner, in the first place there are
not more than 120 male patrons of the
oirleo in Sunnyiide anel Fort Sumner.
The truth of the matter is, that but
few, coniparitively, who signed that
petition are residents ot tlie town, but,
we have it given
u.jon the contrary,
upon good aulla rity that the names on
were gotten by men hired
i hat petition
lo ritie tlie country as far west lis
eluchannn anduortl. to Alamo, and that
the p Cticn was sipned upon the suggestion made to these strangers, who
were not patrons (f the oihee, that the
people wanted
a "white man" for
Post Master.
The statement aluut the editor of
the P.eview, whie'h is characterized in
tne following language: "the fact of
matter is, as we have from very good
authority, that the vil'.iher and another
of the same ilk were offered a hunured
dollars to defeat Mr. Parker's appointment, but were only to receive twenty-liv- e
dollars in case of failure," et.-Our Lnsver to the above is this: Your
"geod authority" is a liar and you are
a slar.ih rer when you repeat it.

J

Ice Cold Drinks and Cho-cOf All Kinds.
.

J We SGilOt
14

Our Goods Are Fresh.
0ai. Stock s Complete.
- Our Drugs Are Pure.
We give j what you as!: tci

yCUT

Íí2C'ilIS--

Candie3

0

$
$

Í

FORT SUMXER REVIEW
FORT SUMNER

NEW MEXICO

It is wrong to rock the boat, but you
may tip the waiter.

Cattleman

NEW MEXICO
TEIIITOIIAL
NEWS

Vs. Homesteaders.

It is reported In Albuquerque that a
bitter range war Is threatened in Mora
County, near Roy, as the result ot
depredations by cattle upon the farms
of the homesteaders.
The farmers
have organized a protective league
and already a number of marauding
cattle have been shot. When asked to

HOW M. BLERIOT

WON THE PRIZE
FRENCH AEROPLANI3T DESRIBES
HIS FLIGHT ACROSS THE
ENGLISH CHANNEL.

WANTS HER

LETTER

fence in the ranxe the cattlemen have
stated that thee is no herd law In
Project.
Baseball Tournament.
this territory and the homesteaders
Before long there will re echo the
An Albuquerque dispatch of the 19th must fence their own lands. The latThe Territorial Fair Association has
first call for the dog muzzle.
ter
declare the drought has made them
published the following rules, which Inst, says: That the Tucumcarl, Texas
financially
to fence their farms,
Won't some one please start the must be observed by clubs wishing to & Southeastern railroad, soon to be and bloody unable
DISCONSOLATE For Benefit of Women who
reprisals on both sides are RIVALS
simplified spelling bee buzzing in Tur- enter for competition at the Albu- started, is a Harrlman project and will
feared.
through
querque
be
built
give
to
fair:
Albuquerque
Suffer from Female His
key?
First prize, $750; second prize, $500; connection with the Gulf, was stated
Lightning
Kills
Ranchman.
XTinnennnliH. Minn. "I wag a (Treat
A north pole explorer frequently
at Texico yesterday, at a mass meetthird prize, $250.
WA
OUT OF 8IGHT OF LAND IN
A Santa Fe dispatch of July 22d
sufferer from female troubles which
1. No town can be represented by ing of citizens when a cash bonus of
finds it much farther returning home
J
m
iiiuu.
causea a weaauew
TEN MINUTES AFTER
Benjamin Schneider, a ranch$100,000 was raised for the new road. says:
more than one club.
than it was going.
and broken down
8TARTINQ.
2. There will be no entrance fee.
The promoters
contract to start man living on a claim near Mills, Mora
condition of the
In some absorbing and disappointed
3. Clubs playing in this
series of work In sixty days and finish the Une County, died last night without regain
system. I read so
quarters it Is suspected that the little gamea wui De limited to Arizona, New between Texico and Tucumcari, eighty ing consciousness, after being struck
much of whatLydia
by
lightning last Friday.
princess ot urange is looked on ai Mexico, El Paso, Texas, and Trinidad, miles, in two years, with the under
Schneider
E. Pinkham's VegDover. Louis Bleriot, a Frenchwas
more of a lemon.
found
on
the prairie Monday by man, at last has succeeded in crossing
etable Compound
standing that it will thereafter be exColorado.
had done for other
his neighbor, Harry Lebhardt.
4. Players must have lived continu
to
city,
tended
airship.
this
connecto
a
an
and
in
English
Channel
the
Have you ever noticed that the man
suffering women I
Schneider's faithful horse was dead
sleepy seaport town experiThis
who adopts every health fad that ously in the above named district for tion with the Gulf coast.
felt sure it would
Tucumcari has also raised a rash beside the unconscious man, who, dur- enced the keenest thrill known in a
help me, and I must
comes along is seldom a very well at least sixty (BO) days previous to
11, 1909, and the manager of bonus of $100,000, Texico is to get the ing a thunder storm, had started for
October
say it did help me
man?
generation when, at sunrise Sunday, a
My
wonderfully.
each club must be prepared to sub general offices, round house and shops. firewood. Lebhardt, missing Schneiwhite-wingewith
machine
birdlike
pains all left me, I
This is believed to be one of the der the next day, started on a hunt,
Show us a great man and we will stantiate this fact.
g
swept
out
from
motor,
months
grew stronger, and within three
5. The management will arrange the
most important
show you a man who was just simply
railroad
projects but did not find the unfortunate man
until Monday.
crazy to Join a drum corps when he time and order of playing, will arrange started in the territory.
the haze obscuring the sea toward the I was a perfectly wen woman.
made public to
"I want this letter
was
Schneider
circling
unconscious,
his
hat distant French coast, and,
was a boy.
for an umpire, and will be the final
women may deriva
and coat had been torn off by the twice above the high, chalky cliffs of show the benefit
In all disputed questions that
arbiter
Vegetable
E.
Lydia
Pinkham's
from
Murder
at
Carthage
Mines.
"Graft" being a Dutch word mean- may arise.
lightning, but a few scars on the face
Compound."
Mrs. JoiinG. Moldan,
Dover, alighted on English soil.
ing canal, we are Inclined to think
A Socorro dispatch of the 19th inst. were the only marks left by the eleo-tri- e
Minneapolis,
6. All games will be played under
North,
Second
St.,
2115
Bleriot, portly and redmustached,
says: Sandiago Romero, Felipe lder-ete- ,
that the graft on Mars must have been National League rules
bolt. Lebhardt took Schneider to
Minn.
something terrible.
Trinidad Sesgado and Edurado bis home and summoned medical as- calmly descended from the saddle,
Thousands of unsolicited and genu7. All entries must be filed with the
had
which
bandaged
foot,
limping
on
a
ine testimonials like the above prove
Chavez,
all
employed
Mexicans,
Roy,
from
in
the sistance
but Schneider
A Boston man
was arrested for superintendent not later than October
the efficiency of Lydia E. Pinkham's
been burned on his previous overland
laughing at a woman's big hat. Bos-- ; 4, 1909, and a list of the names of all coal mines at Carthage, N. M., have never regained consciousness.
Vegetable Compound, which is made
Schneider was unmarried, 40 years flight.
Immediately two compatriots
ton considers the size of those chop-- players in each club participating in been arrested and brought to Jail here,
exclusi7ely from roots and herbs.
charged
with
old,
murder
and
the
John
of
had
in
Jefferson
big
relatives
a
waving
the
must
furnished
tournament
be
been
had
who
the
Women who suffer from those dis.
ping bowls no laughing matter.
management
by 9 o'clock Monday Machenaw, a miner, whose dead body County, Missouri.
flag as a signal for the landing place, tressing ills peculiar to their sex should
was found the latter part of the week
not lose sight of these facts or doubt
The automobile pays scant respect morning, October 16, 1909.
ni- fell upon him enthusiastically,
the nViilttv nf T.vdia Tl Pinkham'n
Murdered by Robbers.
on the outskirts of Carthage, with the
to Its venerable forerunner, the bicybracing him, shouting and pounding yegetable Compound to restore their
A
Vegas
Las
dispatch
July
22d
head
beaten
Instruof
in
a
blunt
with
cle. Frequently the arrogant chaufGovernor Curry's Itinerary.
says: James Baker, night manager or him on the back. Tney, witn a tew neaitn.
ment.
feur refuses to allow the humble
The following schedule of the gov
If yon want special advice write
He was last seen alive in a Carthage the Meridian restaurant, was shot and soldiers, and others who happened to
wheelman even six Inches of space
be on the scene, were the only per- to Mrs. Pinkbam, at Lynn, Mass.
when meeting him in a narrow road ernor's appointments has been given saloon July 10th, and it Is understood Instantly killed at 1 o'clock this mornShewilltreatyourletterasstrlctly
Friday,
out, starting from Santa Fe on
the evidence is strong against the men ing by one of two masxed robbers sons to witness the finish of a reway.
confidential. For 20 years she
July zii, accompanied by Land Com arrested, who will have a hearing to- who entered his restaurant and com- markable feat.
lias been helping sick women in
In 1S90 the consumption of cigan mlssioner R. P. Ervien and Territorial morrow.
manded Baker to throw up bis hands.
By his achievement Bleriot won tha this way, free of charge. Don't
In the United States was 4,000,000,000
Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan on
Instead of doing as ordered, Baker prise of $5,000 offered by the London hesitate
write at once
In 1908 the total was just double, oi good roads trip to Raton via Mora,
reached under the counter for his re- Dally Mail for the
Bride Commits Suicide.
first flight across
8,000,000,000.
That represents a Saturday wil be spent at Las Vegas to
volver, when one of the strangers
WAS HE RIGHT.
a
An Albuquerque dispatch of the 18th
great deal of money to go up In Inspect the National Guard encampfired, the bullet piercing
Baker's the English Channel, and stole
smoke, but It also shows that the ment and to examine the Scenic High Inst, says: After she had been wedded heart, and he dropped in his tracks.
march on his rivals Hubert Latham
hours, Mrs.
tobacco business Is enormous. And way to El Porvenir.
In the evening, less than twenty-fou- r
The men escaped and all efforts to and Count de Lambert, both of whom
Murlllo blew her brains out apprehend them have been
as most of the cigars are made ol July 24th, a start will be made for
fruitless. had hoped to make the attempt today.
American tobacco the growing of the Mora where a Sunday will be spent. with a revolver yesterday, at Santa although the police and sheriff have
his remarkable
Bleriot described
N.
M. The girl, who was Miss
"weed" Is of Importance agricultu- On Monday morning the party will Rita,
rounded up a number of suspects.
flight very modestly.
rally.
leave Mora for Watrous and thence to Elena Martinez, was wedded quietly on
Baker was 55 years old and unmar"I arose at 3 o'clock," he said, "and
Springer arriving there in the after the preceding day to Murlllo, at the ried. He was formerly a newspaper
China wants Americans to partlc
went to the aeroplane shed. Finding
home of the bride's parents. The mar man in the East.
noon. Governor Curry will attend
Ipate in the new loan that is to be
spin,
meeting of the trustees of the New riage took place at 4 In the afternoon,
AH surrounding
towns have been everything In order on the trial
applied to railroad building and to the
Mexico Reform School and in the even and at 8 next morning, when nlone in notitled by wire, and everv effort will I decided to make the flight. The
development of the resources of the
Mrs. Rant Do you think men are
ing will leave Springer for Raton. On the house for a few minutes, the girl be made to bring the criminals to jus- - French torpedo boat destroyer which
empire. The present wideawake rul
Tuesday evening, July 2Sth, the party went to the trunk, took out a revolver tice.
was in attendance, was signalled and more clever than women?
era of the Celestial
Kingdom are
dythrough
the head,
Mr. Rant
Some men are.
will leave Raton for Santa Fe. On and shot herself
A short time before
the murder, It put out about four miles. Then 1
aware of the value of disinterested
Mrs. Rant Who are they?
July 30th, Governor Curry will leave ing instantly.
George Schmidt,
conductor on tha rose In the air and pointed directly
American friendship and of the usefulNo
motive
known
is
for
the
deed.
Single men.
Mr.
Rant
county, to at
street car line, was held up while on to Dover. After ten minutes I was
ness in their business of American for El Rilo, Rio Arriba
meeting of the trustees of the The bride of one night was a beautia
tend
by
car
a
bis
lone
bandit,
who
fired
warideas.
out of sight of land and left the
Tuberculosis Conference.
Spanish-America- n
Normal School. This ful native girl of a prominent family.
twice at Schmidt, wounding him in tha ship well behind. For a few minutes
Under the auspices of the Swedish
hand.
The first airing of the little Dutch will be his first visit to Rio Arriba
any
coast,
nor
see
not
I
could
National League Against Tubérculo- either
Schm'dt returned the fire, but his boat. I
princess brought good luck, as the county since he is governor. Early In
Roswell Road Incorporates. '
tried to keep at on average sis, the International Tuberculosis con- August
to
trip
will
be
taken
a
Ros
poor
eswas
highwayman
arm
royal
baby
and
saw
papers
who
Incorporation
the
and
soldier
were filed at
the
height of 250 feet. I might easily have ference held its annual meeting in
gave the heiress to the throne her well via the proposed Carrizozo-Ros- Santa Fe on the 19th inst. by the caped in the darkness.
gone higher but It would have served Stockholm July 8 to 10. Among the
first salute was rewarded with a bank- well automobile road.
Altus, Roswell & El Paso railroad,
no purpose. This was about the right American speakers on the program
Shot by Two Brothers,
note. It Is a happy augury that the
with capitalization of $1,500,000
and
were Dr. Hermann M. Biggs of New
I thought, to clear Dover cliffs
An Albuquerque dispatch of July 23d height,
first official act connected with the
headquarters at Roswell. The direcYork and Dr. John C. Wise, medical
For Equal Assessment.
says: Laughed at when he plead safely.
baby princess' life was the cause of
Kennedy
are
tors
Houston,
Edward
of
of the United States navy,
director
A campaign for more equal tax as
dipped
wa
"The
the
machine
toward
mercy,
C.
frantically
for
E.
a
Dobson,
honor to herself and happiness to
sessments and closer collection of taxes Tex., William V. Kennedy of Houston, rancher of Monument, N. M., was, It Is ter several times. I put on more pe- who was the official representative of
others.
The precedent should serve
Tex., Robert Kellahln, G. A. Richard
this country. Two subjects of special
has been started by the district attorsaid, shot and killed deliberately on trol once. I estimate that the propelas a good one for her future reign.
were; "Care of
Interest discussed
neys of the territory, as a result of son, George T. Veal, James A. Graham Tuesday
by two brothers named lers were going 1,200 to 1,400 revoluof
Roswell.
Tuberculous Families, Especially of
The proposed tax on American their conference in Santa Fe recently
Moore, with whom Dobson had a bit- tions a minute.
to
The
terminus
of
the
Healthy
is
road
be
Children,"
and
"Tuberculosis
"The first objects I saw were ships and the Schools."
motor tourists in England
of over with the governor and the attorney Roswell and the length within the ter- ter dispute over some land. The
$200, even for a visit of a few days, general.
Moores are alleged to have hunted up off the English coast; then I observed
ritory
boundary
Texas
west
from
the
Sandoval county, with its $75,000 of
will result In cutting the tight little
Pathos In a Fire Report.
ward is to be ninety miles, the con Dobson, found him unarmed and told Deal, and I discovered that the wind,
isle out of many a motoring trip's back taxes unpaid, is said to be only struction to cost $1,500,000. Robert H. him they were going to kill him. Then, which was southwest, was carrying
In the annual report of the fire marcounties
one
Mexico
of several New
Itinerary.
And as American tourists
shal of Kentucky the following extract
Kellahln, treasurer, is named as the it is said, one took a rifle and fired me thither. I veered to the southward
are a very profitable European sum- seriously in arrears, and a vigorous ef New Mexico agent.
eight bullets through him, while the to Dover Castle, and then saw friends is not without a suggestion of "Little
up
taxes
to
collect
be
made
short-sightewill
fort
mer investment; the
auother, armed with a shotgun, fired a flourishing a flag in a valley suitable Boy Blue:"
thors of the tax will be the sorriest to date and equalize the assessments.
"Among the oddB and ends of the
charge of shot into the body of the for landing. I made two circles while
Sontrles Used Ball Cartridges.
The district attorneys will convene
lessening the speed and then dived attic, usually are vanished furniture,
of all if It is Imposed. The idea In
already dead Dobson.
There was a near tragedy at the en
Europe apparently is, "When short of again in Santa Fe in August to discuss
rags
down,
came
but
I
contact
in
smeared with grease to take fire
with
the
The Moores were arrested by a
the matter further with Governor campment of the territorial national deputy sheriff and
funds, tax Americans more ways."
painting oils liable to
to Monument ground sooner than I expected. Both themselves,
taken
Curry and the territorial officials.
guard one night when the sentries for a preliminary hearing.
They will the machine and myself were badly take fire when the sun beats on the
A wild coffee plant discovered In
on fifty be taken to Carlsbad and committed to shaken up.
fired with ball cartridges
roof, and broken toys of children who
the Congo country Is being used with
militiamen who had overstayed their jail.
are grown and gone awav. or who
"A few persons quickly assembled
Irrigation and Power Plant.
great success in Java, where It thrives
In Las Vegas, and tried to sneak
.went
to sleep long ago."
leave
Details are but meager, but from all and I was helped out, as my Injured
The Farmers' Electric Light & through
in ground in which other coffee plants
the picket line under cover of accounts the murder, for
foot was painful. I am exceedingly
Company
has
let
the
Power
contract
die or cease to bear. The African
SURPRI8ED HIM
darkness. By some mistake the sen fiendishness, nas no parallel In that glad to be here."
variety Is very prolific and the taste to the Buckeye Engine Company of tinels had been given ball Instead of part
Doctor's Test of Food.
M. Bleriot's friends took him quickof New Mexico.
light
big
to
electric
Ohio
and
a
install
and aroma of the berries Improve as
blank cartridges and when the late arly to the old Lord
Wardon hotel.
A doctor in Kansas experimented
the plants grow older. Overcultlva-tion- , irrigation plant on the edge of the rivals refused to heed the challenge,
Meanwhile his wife arrived on the deNew Mexico Irrigation Enterprises.
with his boy In a test of food and
like civilization, seems to have a artesian belt In the Pecos Valley, near they were fired upon.
stroyer.
She
him,
emrbraced
weeping,
irrigation
becoming
valuaa
is
That
Forty-four
hundred acres of
gives the particulars. He says:
effect It takes a little Artesia.
The darkness was all that prevented ble factor in the upbuilding of New but they were soon sitting at breakThe
"I naturally watcL the effect of difInfusion of the wild at intervals to fertile land will be reclaimed.
a tragedy, as some of the bullets flew Mexico is the belief expressed in a fast, tha center of a proud gathering
light
project
supply
also
will
electric
keep things going.
foods on patients. My own litperilously close to the fugitives.
recent interview at Denver by J. C. of French people. The mayor and ferent
and power to farmers through a wide
tle son, a lad of four, had been 111
Van Houten,
and gen- other Dover officials welcomed M. with pneumonia
area and the scheme is expected to
The United States war department
and during his convaRev. I. C. Cartwrlght, superinten eral manager of the St. Louis, Rocky Bleriot in the name of the city and lescence did not seem to
wants a lot of young men with some add greatly to the prosperity and
care for any
nation, as tire pioneer of International
dent of the Spanish missions in New Mountain & Pacific Railroad.
engineering knowledge to help lay out growth of the town of Artesia.
kind of food.
"There are several projects either flight.
Mexico and Arizona of the Methodist
the work ot lntracoastal waterway
"I knew something of Grape-Nut- s
Bleriot said, however, that he had and Its
to Albuquerque completed, in course of construction
improvements from Boston to Florida.
rather fascinating flavor, and
Charles B. Martin has been ap- church, has returned
control
of the machine particularly
The young men are needed for sur- pointed postmaster at Luna, Socorro from a trip to the Pacific coast as far or contemplated that are bound to absolute
of its nourishing and
make Northern New Mexico blossom throughout and had no fear that the nerve-buildin- g
north as Seattle.
veying, and the duties involved will county, to succeed W. Lee, resigned.
powers, so I started the
Dimmitt lake, one of the bottomless like a rose garden within the next ten motor would fail. The only difficulty
make good training for embryo enboy on Grape-Nut- s
and found from
Randolfo Aragón of Anton Chico has
years," said Mr. Van Houten. "Among he experienced was the force of the the first dish
Incidentally the announcegineers.
Rosmiles
of
lakes,
twelve
southeast
that he liked it
ment Indicates that waterway Im- been appointed by Governor Currjj to well, has been bought from the Jaffa, these are the French Land & Irriga wind, which hurt his face and eyes
"His
gave
mother
it to him steadily
from the
tion Company, located at the Junction badly, and the wind eddies which and he began to Improve
provement Is making steady progress be county commissioner
at once. In
County, Praeger Realty and Improvement Com of the Santa Fe and El Paso & SouthThird district in Guadalupe
twisted hlB machine about while Hear- less than a
and means much for the future transpany,
eighty
together
acres
of
month
with
he had gained
vice Cecilio Castillo, deceased.
western Railroads, which had 4,000 ing the English coast.
portation Interests of the country.
about eight pounds and soon became
organizaa
men's
for
land,
business
ut'uer cultivation this year, and
Hubert M. Smith, aged 12 years, son
Count De Lambert came from Ca- to well and strong we
tion. Lea lake has been bought by the acres
had no further
England may now recover from the of the pastor of the M. E. Church, Peruna Club together with 160 acres. now has 25,000 acres under water; the lais by boat to congratulate his rival. anxiety about him.
apprehension felt regarding attack by oouth, at Roswell, died July 20th from Both places will be made pleasure re colony of Dunkards at Miami; the A telegram arrived from Hubert
"An old patient of mine, 73 years
Maxwell Irrigation Lands Company, Latham, who a few days ago failed in old, came down with
the upper route. Reports from that peritonitis, resulting from a kick re- sorts.
serious stomach
country are to the effect that an atr-ahi- ceived from the old family horse three
owned by Colorado Springs people, bis attempt to cross the channel, say trouble and before I was
called had
The Federal Land Office announces which has Just finished a system to Ing:
weeks previous.
has been perfected that surpasses
got
so
weak
he
could
eat
almost nothIn the office of Territorial Engineer that fractional townships 32 N., 7 E.; irrigate 20,000 acres west of Maxwell,
anything of the kind in existence, and
"I hope to follow yeu soon."
ing,
and
was
in
a
serious
condition.
N.
now
4
4
E.,
N.
32
are
E. and
Vernon L. Sullivan blue prints of the 24
on the Santa Fe, and a number of oth
Bleriot early announced
It Is expected that a flight from Paris proposed
that if He had tried almost every kind of
surveyed and plats have been filed in ers now
automobile road from Farm-lngtoway."
to London will soon be made. The
Latham erossed the same day he food for the sick
under
without avail.
to Gallup have been oompleted. the office, the lands being open to en
flying machine Is the property of an
The discovery of rich ore in the would share the prize with him.
"I immediately put him on Grape-Nut- s
The road will run via Simpson's, Ojo try under the land laws on August 24, vicinity of this road is alBo an item of
English company, but was constructed
The American consul at Calais,
with
good,
rich milk and Just a
in France. The announcement seems Alamo, Tsaye and Togay Spring, go- 1009. All three townships are located considerable interest. Also old mines James B. MUlner, who came here with little pinch of sugar.
He exclaimed
to be a sort of answer to the Zeppelin ing almost directly south for the in Rio Arriba county, one on the Los which produced Into the hundreds of Count Lambert, said on his arrival when I came
day 'Why doctor I
next
greater part of the way and then veer- PlnoB, the other on the Canjilon and thousands of dollars are being rejuven that he had left Latham sitting
challenge.
never
ate
with
anything
so
good or that
ated.
the third near Chama.
ing westward to Gallup.
his head on his monoplane weeping.
made me feel so much stronger.'
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomes
son of Mrs. Montoya
The
"I
am pleased to say that he got
Charles C. Tannehlll has been elect
Tuberculosis keeps at the bead of of Santa Fe shot his mother with a returned to Santa Fe from Las Cruces
well on Grape-Nuts- ,
president of the Roswell CommerAeroplane Crosse English Cnannel.
but he had toJ
the lilt of fatal diseases on Balti- pistol, under the impression that it on the 19th Inst. with Conductor May- - ed
stick
to It for two or three weeks,?"
He
Club.
cial
succeeds
Postmaster
Dover. Louis Bleriot, the French
s
more's weekly mortality list and
was not loaded. The bullet lodged In nard, who was taken from the peni- Robert Kellehln.
then he began to branch out a little
Mr. Tannehlll will
terrible proof of the need of the shoulder, and did not inflict a dan- tentiary to testify against Maximino arrange for a boosters' excursion aviator, accomplished the remarkable with rice or an
egg or two. He got
even a harder fight than Is being made gerous wound.
Teat of flying across the English Chanentirely well In spite of his almost
Nabor and Candelaria Aguilar, charged through Texas and Louisiana.
against this devastating Sisease.
Sunday
nel
Í3
morning
in
inminutes.
hopeless condition.
It has been decided to hold the
The application of John W. GUdden with having stolen $1,600 from May- He gained
22
Agencies now at work are doing all
City, Colfax County, for nard and wife In the Las Cruces court nual territorial convention of the Vol The distance from his starting point! pounds in two months which at his
In their power, but they could do far of Maxwell
near
to
Calais,
Dover,
is
"ariaabout
21
age
Association
unteer
Is
at
Firemen's
leven Becond feet of Tinaja Creek, In room. The accused waived a hearing
remarkable.
more were funds more abundant.
bad in September. Carlsbad will make miles, and h therefore traveled at the
"I could quote a list of cases
Colfax County, to ftll a reservoir of
where
There Is no cause that calls for more 5,000
and were bound over to the grand elaborate preparations to entertain the rate of nearly a mile a minute. The Grape-Nut-s
by
approved
acre
has
been
feet,
has worked wonders."
real philanthropy, none which eould the Irrigation commissioner, Vernon L. Jury.
visiting firemen with a program of aviator left the French shore at 4:30
"There's
a
Reason."
Read "The
make better use of large gifts of
apEdwa-- 'l
W. Doane has been
sports and amusements, including hose and within a few minutes sighted the Road to Wellvllle," in pkgs.
money. To save human life la a di- Sullivan. The dam to be constructed
white cliffs of Albion. He descended
Colfax races and other fire fighting exhibihigh,
125 feet wide pointed postmaster at Baldy,
forty
will
be
feet
V"
1'ttnf A new
vine work.
gracefully In the Northfall meadow
county, to succeed B. W. Gieske.
tions.
at the base and 2.336 feet at the top.
behind Dover Castle, at 4:53 a.m.
Hay fever will be along presently to
prove that summer is here.
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"

aiid Job Work

TO

Bills due on the first day of the month.
Address all letters to the
Publis.hiiiir Company."

ft
an

Two Blocks Only

Entered as second class mail matter
at the post office in Suunyjide, Post
íjífice.

JULY

--

-

Lots 25 x 180 Feet

For Sixty Days

--

-

$50,00 Per Lot

i

Balance In Three Months

$25,00 Cash

TERMS:

Devoted to the interests of Fort
Sumner, of Guadalupe County, and of
New Mexico.

SATURDAY,

íFiiiizalion of an international
study of
3yftem of
dry farming methods, .but there
i 5 no doubt but what the Mexican
government
and the states
governments m this country
would be interested in such a
movement."-

Two blocks, under the canal, just south of E. B. Terrell's residence, have been selected for immediate improvement. We will begin work shortly on two bungalow s, plans of which may seen at D. J. McCanne's cottage,
and the lots are bound, in the very nature of things, to increase in value.

31

It is an ideal place to bui!d a home, right
irrigated
blocks
perfectly
corner
on Sumner Park which will be improved
both
and
all
under the coltonwoods,
holders,
will set out trees along eyery street-yo- ur
We
to
expense
let
Spring
no
next
forrested
at
this Fall and
lot will be improved.
Go and look

Knocking is going out of fashion in Foit Sumner, ant) boosling
is now more popular, but, "lest
ve forget it" the following.
Verses are commended as worthy
of dasting in your hat:
The Knocker.

at the locationthe blocks are marked with signs.

These are positively the only two blocks of like value that wiil be offered at such a low price and this will be
withdrawn in sixty days.

The tnncUer is a pcHftirniMt,
A i roakov and a clojr;
More pesky to n neihhorliood
Than any yellow do.
The Imildi r is an optimisit
Vho never wliinen nor wails -.. While (.l.ner folks are kiiiicliinj;--,
1 is hnnirjier hit
(he nails.

;,

This offer

is

to local people only.

Buy Now while lots are cheap

Build Now while labor is cheap.

THE FORT SUMNER TO WNSITE CO,
D.

L. C. VanHECKE, Manager,

The kno:'ker

is a nuisance
W'erever he may roam,
Bui never such a nini:uiire
As w hen he liil.s the horn";
While the family has a knocker
Human haiMJie;:s ail fails;
lint the home is like a paradise
When all are driving nails.

!E&í2S'S3raSS

SSSI

i

J. McCanne's Cottage.

ESSE

RISE IN BUSINESS

LIFE.

Some Few Essentials' Must Be kept
in Mind, and One of These Is
Advertising.
A man may have several cartead
of ability. He may have brains and
ideas and other desirable things. But
all tlie Ideas ever "ideateu" will not
avail to raise a man who neglects that,
all important Item .of advertising. Yon
simply must Ret attention. Of course,
you can get attention by firing oft H
revolver during oíñee hours, or you
can rio it hy wearing loud ctathes-enIn .the
ynur kinship
proclaiming
sporting fraternity. Put most men
who have risen from the ranks have
carefully neglected to use methods
of this kind.
Kvery office man must, act as his
own Kilesman.
He must first prepare himself by increasing hia efficiency. He must be able to do the
work for which lie is hired. Not only
should he do that for which he is
hired, hut lie must do that work better than it ever was done before.
When that Item has been attended to
t( is then time to look about for more
work.
The wise employe will keep his eye
on the job ahead, or, better still, will
look at a Job which does not exist,
but which should exist for tbe good
or the business. The next step Is to
think out a selling talk that will get
the interest,
the attention, arouse
create a desire, and bring about in
the mind of the. employer a desire to
do what the live cmioye desires him
to do. The ilookkcepcr.

'.game are you playing?

Guess- Every Little Bit Helps. cause he was a minister. He SECRET COULD NOT BE KEPT
ing what?"
said he thought there were just
"We blindfolded the cook, to' In some quarters it is claimed as mar.y good people outside the Everybody Seemed to Know Thai
This Couple Were Newly United
lf)rd and th
h
that Govenor Curry is being church as in it. The minister
in Matrimony.
one of us kissed her, and she had groomed for delegate to congress. said he did not know but what
...
rru,. e
w;
A lioston young man had married a
u
i...
lu puerta vi no a wan.
ouuuuiu& iW jeunes was rigni.
iitc iwi-- 1 mo caucul hi c,l,,,;
Chicago girl, and they had started on
man held the mop up and she natives of Samar, should be a
their wedding tour. Despite or perkissed it and then cried out: strong recommendation for him.
haps because of their studied effort
-- I.. M.
Mexico
Becoming
to appear like "old married lolks,"
Oh, your lordship, how dare Qf course the natives .in congress
their fellow passengers on the railway
are more fierce, but as 'the gov-- i
you?"
Interested.
train had no difficulty in classing
A Plea For a More
Newii
partially
subdued
enor has
them as bride and groom, and maniSeientific
Farmer.)
(Campbell's
fested their knowledge by winks, nods
Condition In Our Town.
Pinesalve, carbolized, is good Mexico there is not much doubt:
There, is a very large area of and grins.
penet rates the pores but that his ability as a pacifier
for
burns.
It
unfortunate accident to the dinOur. town is on the verge of
Mexico amenable to scientific ingAn car
draws out inflamaton, and is;
i
0tt;r,o- to v,
mo
compelled the conductor to
having an epidemic of Typhoid
This office is in receipt of the healing. It is also good for cuts,
it on the' sidetrack at a small
At any rate he could salt the, soil culture methods, and the leave
Fever, but. with a little exertion j;j annUal catalogue of the New sores and bruises. Sold by
enterprising
land owners of station, and it was several hours betails of some of those eastern ..L-Drug Co.
fore the train stopped for refresh1.1'
i
Í.
on the'.' part of the laity in the yeX- College of Agriculture and
L
are uecomuif
congressmen, which would help lnm S,ea
ments at a town where there was o
l.ne'irf improved sanitation, could Mechanic Arts. It is a '.veil
subject restaurant near the passenger station.
the
in
-Messenger,
Hagerman
interested
some.
be entirely relieved. Thyphoid printed booklet of 158 pages, The Booster's Pledge,
It was by no means a
way
' in a very practical
s
but Uie travelers bad a
i 4 one of the acute
infectious .k.vh deal with such subiecU as
Domínguez, a
Zeferino
er.or
appetite
and they swarmed Into
honor,
hereby
my
word
I
Oh
of
widely
Puzzle,
disseminatThe New
diseases most
the educational purposes of the
prominent farmer and land owner it. With some difficulty the bride and
ed over the surface of the globe, institution its origin, income lo- now declare that as long as I am
groom
seats and presently a
Mexico, is organizing a party waitress found
of
This is the most popular puzzle
came to take their order.
ami yet it is a preventable dis- - cation, buildings, and equipment, a resident of this community it
ot weaitny Mexico tarmers tor a
"Where's your bill of far?" asked
now:
.
pulibcations, fellowships, cost of will be my constant aim to boost Just
young man.
A banker going home to dinner trip througn the corn belt of the the"We
all
all
the
times
and
time.
at
;The plevalence of this malady attendance,
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community is a admission and descriptions
in i niv iat
in a civilized
"Nor any other day, p'eips?"
He picked it up, noted the num year. The Senor has written that
"
offered. The income cf public work that has the good of
reflection on the people, since we coul-se"No, sir."
party
ot
will
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this
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home
went
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dinner.
ber
and
object,
by the ti,e collece. exclusive of students, tne community as its
"Well, what have you thatpou coo
Jnow that it disseminated
by recommend as being good to eat?"
WO people who will travel
i
I w'" submit and abide by maj- - While at home his wife remarked
ingestion ot food ana annK con- foes and income from invest- "We have some .nice pork iod
-um
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.
ority rule and will not knock and
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be $84
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organizer
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to
amounting
only
1 my head off
if things are
bride;
"Alfred,"
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Wate'. is the great medium of
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lúe. By taking the proper pre- - t0 he varied and wide in scope,
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turn
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my friends and neighbors when
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'The head of Lincoln appears
Domingu". last year and the about sunrise, driven out toward
advise that all closets be made so on the new silver half dollar, the thing good about my town and banker recognised the bill as the
k' Poor little tired backs witU
presented by him at the di
and
which
1o
nothing to lean apainst! Poor little
that the excreta be received in bust of Cleveland wiil be on the my people, or I'll keep my bazco one he had found,
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No sane man loves a knocker
;
Though an artist at his
Whoever smiles upon him
,
but frowning 'neath a mus-kiinl the builder; he's the fellow
'Who everywhere prevails;
'.o pi ase, sir, quit your knocking
And go to driving nailf.
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Next la the model for a
frock of white allk aerga with bit bodice over a blouae of white
cloth.
On

f

WHEN

the right It a handsome frock of voile.

SHORTENING

A

SKIRT. PLAITINGS RETURN

TO FAVOR.

Should Alwaya Be Done from the
tom Two Methoda That Are
Recommended.

I,

To shorten a skirt do so from tbe
bottom, either by making tucks or cutting oft the number of Inches from
the ground to make it tbe desired
length. When a skirt Is to be lengthened, do not attempt to piece it at the
top. One way to lengthen the skirt is
to turn it oil evenly from the floor,
measure the difference between the
length desired and that which the
skirt has after it is trimmed evenly.
Cut a piece of material twice the number of inches in width required to
make the desired length, and as many
Inches around as the skirt measures.
inch on all seams. Join
Allow one-hal- f
this extra piece to the skirt proper,
with the seam on the right aide. Press
It flat with the edge down. Turn tbe
added piece up on the right side.
Measure from the waist line down the
length of the skirt, and turn the balance of the piece up on the right side.
Fold in half an Inch at the edge, and
baste the edge over the joining. Stitch
a double row of stitching, sewing on
the applied hem, one at the extreme
edge and the other about
of an inch from it. Press this flat,
and you have a trimming as well as
an added length.

i,
A

SIMPLE

BODICE.

Advent of Fusty Drettet of a Former
Period Are Responsible for
Revival.

The tiny knife plaitings only an
inch in width are again coming to
the front with the revival of the fuBsy
dresses of the 1830 period. They belong to the era of the little roses, narrow fringes and puffs. The selvedge
of chiffon cloth cut off and sent to the
platter's or else done with patience at
home will save the whole hemming
process. The French also double chiffon before It Is plaited, to avoid hemming. The selvedge of some silks may
be used in tbe same way, and when
the band of a different color along the
edge happens to be In harmony or in
good contrast it has even been chosen
as a decoration for tbe dress, and allowed to go into the frill. Tiny knife
plaitings are made of lace Insertions
because the straight edge forms a
more even line than the scallop
of
lace. When Insertions are used for
frills, whether gathered or plaited,
they are felled to the gown so that the
pattern may not be wasted In a seam.
Taffeta ribbon, too, is frequently converted into knife plaitings.

ored to match any costume. The process of dyeing will shrink the shoes,
but they may be successfully painted
paint.
with good water-colo- r
Mount the shoes on trees. If you
do not own shoe-treestuff the shoes
evenly with tissue paper. Then apply the paint with a good-sizebristle
brush or a sponge.
Care should be taken to prepare
sufficient paint before commencing the
painting; the canvas being very absorbent, you will need a generous
amount. As an even tint depends upon expeditious work, you can readily
see the disadvantage
of having to
stop In the midst of the operation to
mix more paint.

GENUINE

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

Sears the Signature cf

NEW YDBK.
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The Kind You Hare Always Bought

30

In Use For Over
Exact Copy of Wrapper,

CALLING

DOWN THE BOASTER

Good Little Story Told Ky William
Dean Howells as a Rebuke to

fret about a head ache he
could prove to you the said ache
was a figment of the fancy that
It didn't ache at all;
HE could prove that every fever was
you

TMI eiNTAUR

COULDN'T
Hired

and could
simple
show you that the doctor did not
need to make a call.

poor Henry Gubbles cerBUT
tainly has got his troubles; he is
lying 'neath the covers and the
neighbors hear him groan
question if he
'TIS a muchly-moote- d
has the indigestion or is entertaining fancies that he doesn't
want to own.
y

he's waived conditions and
had Bent for the physicians
homeopathic, allopathic all the
ones he called the worst.
"GET me all the doctors quickly," he

ANYHOW

while moaning thickexclaimed,
ly, "I will hire the half a dozen
who come through the doorway

first."

WHIOH Just goes to show that notions, whether based on pills and
potions or on any other 'oplc that
in our lives holds a place
MAY be perfectly convincing while we
do not do the wincing and as long
as we can tit them to the other
fellow's case.

SKIN

TT

UN HAT tTTrfKCT. MEW

GET SI TO ENTHUSE

Man's Remarks

Could Hardly

of Compliment.

"it was William Dean Howells,"
said a Chicago editor, "who first rebuked tig Americans for our spread-eagleisI
for our foclish boasting.
see that Mr. Howells has just joined
a men's society for the promotion of
woman "mirage. Trust him to be in
the fortiiront always.
"I once heard Mr. Howells deliver a
fourth of July oration in Maine. The
orator preceding him had boasted a
good deal. llr. Howells showed that
some, of the man's boasts were even
impious.
"He said that these spread-eagl- e
boasters deserved the rebuke that the
little child administered to the cackling hen that had just laid an egg.
The ch"d, angered by the lien's concawk-cawk- tinuous
cawk-cawshook his little finger at
her and said:
" 'You fink you're smart. But Dod
made dat egg. You touldn't help but
lay it!'"

a

SOttMNT,

Be Said to Be in Nature of

Spread-Eigleis-

ERUPTION

CURED.

Wat So Sore, Irritating and Painful
That Little Sufffer Could Not Sleep

The young lawyer, having been
nominated for the office of county attorney, thought to surprise an eccentric genius by the name of Si who
was working as a hired man on the
young lawyer's father's farm.
"Well, Si, what do you think?" the
young man began.
"Sometimes one thing, Lonny, an'
sometimes 'nother."
"But, Si, they have nominated me
for county attorney."
"They might 'a' done worse, Lonny. Howsomever,
don't holler till
you're out of the woods."
was duly
The young attorney
elected, and on his next visit to the
farm announced the fact unctuously
to SI, who was at the woodpile, saw
in hand.
"Well, Si, I am elected by a large
majority.
What do you think of

Years
TOM

Off

How much better it is that he
should speak 111 of me to all the world
than that all the world should speak
ill of me to him. Torquato Tasso.

It I a mother's duty to keep constantly
on hand some reliable remedy for use in
cape of sudden accident or mishap to the
Hamlins Wizard Oil can be
children.
depended upon for just such emergencies.
Good luck never hangs around &
man long enough to become tiresome.
PERKY DAVIS' PAINKILLER
for all sorts of uts, bruises, burns and strains,
Tnki-Internally It cures diarrhea and dysentery.
substitutes. 25(1. ittc and 6Uu.

AvuUl

He who honestly seeks to save

an-

other finds himself.
Mr. Window's

Soothing- Syrop.

For children teethlua-- , sorteo, the gams, reduces b
niuuuiaUoa, allays pain, cures wind collo. 25catjotUa.

Gifts to God can never make up for

thefts from men.

that?"

"Well, Lonny, down in our parts
where I was raised, when we wanted
a Btopper 'n' hadn't any cork, we
generally took a corn cob." Youth's
Companion.
VERY

ABRUPT.

Scratched Constantly.

Coloring Canvas Shoes.
Tbe "matching" idea Is so strong

just now that girls may like to know
that white canvas shoes may be col-

Chamois Gloves.
Chamois gloves are again gaining
popularity.
They look well in warm
weather and are not half as extravagant as kid ones. They come in
white and several shades of yellow.
The wise girl keeps two pairs of
these going at once, and each day
washes one pair that they may be dry
to wear the following day. To wash
them cold water must be UBed and
white soap. Warm or hot water shirv-el- s
and hardens them.
Put the gloves on and give them a
thorough washing as you would your
For either cloth, serge, or Unen, this hands. Do not put them near the heal
design is suited; It is very plain, and while drying.
of tucked
a yoke and under-sleev- e
A Parasol Like an Awning.
net, two rows of Russian braid to
One of the latest and greatest oddimatch outline the yoke; the braid on
in parasols has a modified flat top
the right side is continued down cen ties
(like oriental models) and cut In one
ar of front in scallops, with a but- - with each
gore is a proportionate lamin sewn In each scallop; the edge of
which, joined together at the
upper sleeve 1b cut and trimmed to brequin,
seams, falls down to the depth of
match.
seven or eight Inches
Materials required: 1V4 yard 44 with fringes an Inch and is trimmed
wide. As the
dozen yards parasol Is opened
inches wide, one-hal- f
and held up for use
braid, one dozen buttons.
one recognizes the suggestion of an
awning somewhat, and no doubt it
A Smart Belt Buckle.
protects the eyes ar .; complexion adIf you are a young girl and wish to mirably. Vogue.
save your pennies to
be
buy a belt buckle, in Dutch silver.
Irish Lace Collars.
They are the present aspiration of evWhen you wash your Irish lace colery girl.
lar, you should always press it whllo
They vary from six to eight Inches It Is lying right side downward upon
long and three to four inches wide, a Turkish towel four times folded.
are handsomely carved, and fashionThis makes a soft surface, and when
able. Borne are provided with slides, the lace is pressed it will have none
but the majority have prongs through of that shiny appearance that Ironed
whioh the belting Is drawn.
laces gradually acquire. Before washTo avoid making the belting ragged ing any lace all possible holes should
where It is pulled through it Is well be carefully mended with No. 150 cot
ton.
to paoab. eyelets and overcast tbem.
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What fs CASTORIA

Oastoria is a harmless gubstltate for Castor OH, Pare,
gorlc, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its agre is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and 'Win
and allays Feverishness. It cures DiarrhoeaConstipation
Colic It relieves Teething Trouble, cures
the
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulatessleep.
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural
The Children's Panacea The Mother's Friend.

of
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SIMPLY saying "I don't suffer" was
for all disease a buffer, and would
obviate your giving to the doctors all your wealth
AND the strangest thing about it,
which would vex you if you'd
doubt it, was that Gubbles always
rambles about in perfect health.
DID

arc but

.Ttist-as-B-oo-d"

iubww""
All
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health or
Infants and Children Experience against Experiment.

OF SLEEP.

Tac Simile Sigilare

PERFECT peace and calm and stillness he avowed would cure alt
illness, for Illness was a fancy of
an overbalanced mind;
'TWOULD surprise you with what
quickness you can rid yourself of
sickness," he averred, "if you will
follow the plain course I have
outlined."

a iinnr nnansto deceive won in this
VUUUroitClVDf

Digestionflwrfi

nessandRestronialnsneter
Opiimi.Miirphiiie iwr Mineral.
HUT IHAHC UTIC.

HENRY (lubbleB had a notion that
the use of pill or lotion was the
blegeat piece of nonsense that
the world has ever known;
"USINU boluses and tonics," he declared, "by all the chronics, is all
foolishness and flubdub as may
easily be shown."

The Kind Toa Have Always Bought, and which has been,
in two for over 80 years, has borne the glgrnatnre of

Cutlcura's

Efficacy

Clearly

Proven,

"When about two and a half years
The Car Famines.
my daughter broke out on her hips
Eastérn publishers are arranging tc old
and
hold a meeting of protest against the very the upper parts of her legs with a
shortage In cars. Because of the Im- beganIrritating and painful eruption. It
In October; the first I noticed
rPtriererator
possibility
of securing
cars for transportation, the eastern was a little red surface and a constant
on her part to scratch her limbs.
market is supplied with only enough desire
love poetry to meet the demands for She could not sleep and the eruptions
got
sore,
and yellow water came out
one week. With no relief in sight for
of them. I had two doctors treat her,
a month, it is feared that much sufferbut she grew worse under their treating will ensue.
Reports from the Indiana historical ment. Then I bought the Cuticura
novel belt are to the effect that fully Remedies and unly used them two
s
of the 1906 crop of histor- weeks when she was entirely well.
She has never
ical romances are molderlng in the This was in February.
bins, because the authors have been had another rough place on her skin,
unable to secure cars to ship them to and she Is now 'ourteen years old.
the market. The Posey county au- Mrs. R. R. Whitaker, Winchester,
Tenn., Serit. 22, 1908."
thors, who followed Luther Burbank's
advice last summer and produced a Potter Drag tt, Chetn. Corp., Bole Prop.., Bottoa.
cross between the early English
The Thrifty Scot.
story and the late colonial
A Scotsman and his wife were comare
'zounds and 'sdeath romance,
boat.
desperate. They say that the new ing from Leith to London by great
specieB was perfect, but that for lack When off the Yorkshire coast a
storm arose and the vessel had sevof cars the whole crop Is sacrificed.
escapes from foundering.
In Arkansas and Tennessee the dia- eral narrow
"Oh, Sandy, ' moaned his wife, "I'm
lect producers avj at their wits' end.
I dinna care
The season's output of swamp and na afeard o' deein', but
to dee at sea."
t
bad been carefully
mountain
"Dinna think o' deein' yet," anbut. the
manuculled and Píslected,
ye do, ye'd
scripts now He untended in the drying swered Sandy; "bi t when
sea than anybarns, and unless succor coines within better be droorad at
a fortnight the apostrophes will be the where else."
"An' why, San iy?" asked his wife.
only salvage.
Sandy. "Because
Eighteen car loads of cowboy stories ye"Why?" exclaimed
wouldn't coat sae muckle to bury.'
have been left on a siding in Colorado
until now they are rotten.
Law of Attraction.
The attractions of men to women
Eli Tlmmons.
and women to men are full of the most
Eli Tlmmons is the man whose perplexing Inconsistencies and contralawn mower Is resting In a corner of dictions imaginable. It Is, for Instance,
his yard and whose lawn hose is a physical law that magnetism Is not
tangled up with the lawn swing. Ell simple attraction of one thing for anIs not paying any attention to them
other, but the d'fererice of two opposHis mind is on something else. He is ing forces of attraction and repulsion,
trying to remember where he left the of which the former Is the greater.
snow shovel and his heavy gloves The same law holds in relation to the
when spring set in for good.
attraction of men and women for each
O, children, there is a great lesson other, in which, as a rule, the mascutor us In Ell Tlmmons.
line Is the superior force. T. P.'s
d

dia'-jc-

Fatal Mistake.
"Why did you Are that new boy?'
asks the partner of the strawberiy

Weekly, London.

SICK HEADACHE
Positively cured by
Pills.

CARTERS these Little

Spring Poet Yes, sir; I can write
about anything, sir.
Irate Editor Well, then, suppose
you just right-aboface and head for
the door.
He Bit.
The city man was jogging on toin
ward the summer boarding-hous- e
a rickety old wagon. The driver was
glum and far from entertaining, and
the city man felt rather lonely.
"Fine field over there," he ventured,
after a long silence.
"Fine," grunted the driver.
"Who owns It?"
"Old man Bitt."
"Old man Bitt, eh? Who are those
children stacking up hay?"
"Old man Bitt's boys."
"And what Is his idea in having
them out there in the field such a hot
day?"
"Wal, I reckon he thinks every litAnything
tle Bitt helps, stranger.
else you want to know? Get up here,
hosses."
Reputations.
"The Autocrat," remarked the Recondite Person, "made a remark the
import of which escaped me until the
other day. He said: 'Many a man
has a reputation because of the reputation he expects to have some day.' "
"That's not a half bad remark," suggested the Practical Person, "but my
son just out from college, you know,
and In the habit of thinking humpbacked thoughts, as It were said
something only this morning that appealed to me: 'Some men,' he said,
'get a reputation and keep it; other
men get a reputation and make it
keep them.' "

A Baseball Preacher,
How an Angry Woman Looked.
It was juit at he beginning of tbe
merchant.
The other day we saw an angry
baseball Beason when an Episcopal
you
see
dohe
was
woman
what
"Didn't
In a street car and her face
clergyman, who is an ardent and ening?" answers the other. "I told him thusiastic lover of the great American was anything but a pleasant picture.
to fill those boxes with berries, and garnet Inadvertently remarked at the She was angry at the conductor, enthe gawk was filling the bottoms in- end of the portion of Scriptures which tirely without cause, and that made
stead of tbe tops."
her Innlr mnrn tnrrihla than ff aha hBj
he read:
had a real grievance. Nebraska
"Here endeth tin first Innings."
Then he woke up.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia, Indigestion and Too Heart
Eating. A perfect remI
edy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness. Bad
Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue, Pain in the
IhiiiMMW'i.'ihaaJ
Side, TORPID LIVER.
They regálate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
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SMALL

PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.
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EJlTTlE
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Genuine

Must Bear
Signature

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

BilioDsness
"I have used your valuable Cascarett
and I find them perfect. Couldn't do
without them. I have nsed them for
some time for indigestion and biliousness
and am cow completely cured. Recommend them to everyone. Once tried, yon
will never be without them in the
family." Edward A. Marx, Albany, N. If.
Pleasant. Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Oood. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold In bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
cure or your mooer back.
929
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AgUIMflTriM Tn tha fall 4h Hnnl
monument In the Botanical garden of
ir in uc UUVCllCU UIIU UtTU- rinniiiUBiuii
It Is to be the most imposnüTil icated.
ing statue in the capital city, fit. it is
said, to do full justice to the memory of the
foremost soldi. ' who fougrkl uii the side of the
"
Union.
The pedestal for the Grunt memorial Is al- -
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on behalf of the emperor by his pergonal
envoy, the German
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of the day,
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The Money Safe.
et by his favor to the American people, but
Needy Client If I lose my case, I
except In a few instances this query took the
form of
curiosity rather than of don't see how you are to be paid."
Lawyer Oh, don't worry about that,
resentment.
my dear sir. The lawyer on the other
On the afternoon of January 10, 195, an
my partner. New York
attempt was made to blow up the statue of side is
Frederick the Great. No serious damage resulted and there were those who thought that
Not Exactly a Dodo.
a practical Joker had been at work, but the
Teacher Bessie, name one bird
force of the explosion was such as to show that is now extinct.
that the joke, if joke it were, was a decidedly
Little Bessie Dick.
serious matter. Threats had been made from
Teacher Dick? What sort of a bird
II
that?
anonymous
by
to
time
time
letter writers to
Little Bessie Our canary. The cat
blow up the statue, but little attention was
paid to them. The tenor of the written threats extincted him. The Presbyterian.
was to the effect that no monarch ought to be
Halted the Bottle.
remembered In the capital city of a republic,
An officer, at a state camp, decided
to see for himself how his sentries
were doing their duty. He was somewhat surprised at overhearing the

.

following:

"Halt! Who goes there?"
"Friend with a bottle."
"Pass, friend! Halt, bottlerEverybody's Magazine.
Some people try to make the most
and some others takt

of themselves,

antlfat.
Special Round Trip Homeseekert'
Rates to New Mexico and Texas.
On the first and third Tuesdays ot
each month, during the entire year,
the Colorado & Southern Railway will
ell round trip Homeseekers' tickets
to a great many points in New Mexico
and Texas at one fare plus $2.00 for
the round trip. Final limit twenty-fiv- e
days, allowing liberal stopover privileges. For detailed Information, rates,
etc., call on the Colorado ft Southern
agent, or address T. E. Fisher, General
Passenger Agent, Denver. Colorado.
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WATERING TROUGHS,
not waste water, guaranteed.
formation.
George Freund
Denver, Colorado.
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Denver

Abundant Irrigation water, near electric and steam transportation; all In alfalfa: rich soil;
tractB at $200
to $J50 per aero. Northwmtern
Land Co
307 Continental Hidic., Drover, Colo.
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STATUE OF CEN. GEORGE B. MCLELMff , MótiMGTON
ready in place and is nearing completion. Its
base is a huge square of sfcme with smaller
stones superimposed to that the ascent to the
statue proper will be by a succession of steps,
though It is perhaps needless to say that the
pedestal will not be given over to the uses of
a stairway. At each corner of the base there
Is a lion couchant.
The beasts have been
shrouded to keep their bronze beauty hidden
from the eyes of the multitude until the day

comes to show the memorial In its completion.
The union general will be shown mounted
on one of his favorite horses. It is said that
the model of the horse shows lines that are
as near perfection as art can make them. If
the general's mount is as spirited and effective as the bronze horse shown in the memorial to Gen. Thomas on Thomas circle in this
city It will leave nothing to be desired. The
horse of Gen. Thomas is said to be the most
perfect creature ever cast In metal.
The commission which bad in charge the
memorial to Gen. Grant had many difficulties
to overcome before a site was selected. There
was great objection to the placing of the
atne in the Botanical garden, which is directly across the street from the grounds of
the capítol at the Pennsylvania avenue corner
where the peace monument stands. The
Washington people, like the people in many
other cities of the country, do not take kindly
to the erection of stone and bronze memorials
in what may be called the public pleasure
They want them all to be placed in
grounds.
the little circles and squares at the intersecthe
streets and avenues of the city.
of
tions
After many meetings and after listening to
many protests, the site in the Botanical garden
In order to make
was chosen and approved.
room for the statue two magnificent elms had
people
The
mourned the loss
to be removed.
of the elmB, or rather mourned their prospective loss, for it was decided to transplant the
trees, a tremendous undertaking, but one that
It is too early yet
finally was accomplished.
to tell whether the transplantetd elms will live
beds.
new
r die in their
It has often been a source of wonder that
bo statue of Gen. Grant appears in the Memo-Ha- l
hall of the capitol, where each state has
memorials of two of its representative sons,
or it ought to be said daughters, for one woman appears in Memorial hall in marble.
Grant was born in Ohio, but he went to
the war from Galena, 111., end his first command during the early days of civil strife was
an Illinois regiment. Lincoln is also claimed
by Illinois, but the legislature of the state in
selecting persons to be honored in Memorial
hall at the capítol chose Gnu. James A. Shields
and Miss Wlllard, who was the president of
the Woman's Christian Temperance Union.
In a short time Virginia will place in Memorial nail a statue of Gen. Robert E. Lee.
There have been those who have thought
and said that both Lee and Grant, the two
great commanders in the civil war, should
have places In Memorial hall, but as neither
Ohio, the place of Grant's birth, nor Illinois,
the place of his adoption, has seen fit to honor
him the chances are that his statue never will
find a place In the hall, which once was used
as the assembly place of the representatives
of congress and which is now given over to
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building
from the south,
and it is one of the most
notable public memorials in
the city of Washington, although it is true that fault
has been found with a few
minor details of the execution.
Sheridan's statue, representing "Little Phil" as he
appeared at the battle of
Winchester when rallying
bis troops to turn again to
the attack, stands in a little green circle on Massachusetts avenue. The Sheridan memorial has been in
place lesB than a year. The
widow of the Shenandoah
campaigner lives in a house
the windows of which overlook the memorial of her
husband.
It is curious perhaps that
the memorials to the three
greatest generals of the
civil war who fought on the
side of the north were not
erected until many years
after soldiers of less fame
had been remembered. The
statue of Gen. McPherson
has stood for years in the
public square named for
this soldier, who was killed
in the battle of Atlanta.
Gen. Thomas "the rock of
Chickamauga," was remembered In bronze nearly 30
years ago. Admirals Par-rugand Dupont have repCATAYZTTE
resented the sea service of
their country in memorial form in Washing-cfor years. The statue of
John A. Logan,
he civilian soldier, has had a place in
the nation s capital for a long time. Hancock was
not forgotten and neither were some eight or
ten other officers whose fame was bright,
but
which never shone with the extraordinary luster of that of Grant or Sherman.
There are scores of memorials of various
kinds in Washington. Foreign nations are represented.
In Lafayette square are the statues
of the Frenchmen Lafayette and Rochambeau,
who came to the aid of the colonies In their
struggle against Great Britain.
Before long there will be two other statues
In the square, one to the honor of Pulaski and
another to Steuben. When these memorials
are in place Lafayette square will contain five
bronze figures, Lafayette, Rochambeau,
Pulaski, Steuben and Andrew Jackson. The Jack-co- n
Btatue stands in the center of the park,
while each of the Frenchmen has a corner to
The other corners will be ocupied
himself.
by the Pole and the German.
Emperor William about six years ago presented to the United States a statue of Frederick the Great. It was dedicated with Impressive ceremonies Nov. 19, 1904. It was unveiled
by the Baroness Speck von Sternberg, wife of
the German ambassador, and was presented
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RAZOR

50c
A complete holder
ana one Diane,
made of the highest quality steel,
offered at the low
price of 50c, readily worth
$1.00.
Extra blades 5c
each.
Each one
(food for ten to twenty
shaves. No money made
on the first outfit. We
make our profit on the
blades you will want afterwards.
Shaves all
No
kinds of beards.
honing-No stropping.
Cannot cut yourself. Our
guarantee
goes with
everyone. Send stamps,
P. O. or express money
order. Forwarded postpaid on receipt of price.
Order one today.
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STATUE OF FREDERICK THE CHEAT

TATUE . WASHINGTON . P.C.
of staff; Ma). Gen. Gillespie, of
staff and master of ceremonies,
.
von Loewenfeld, one of the
and by
special commissioners sent to the unveiling
by the kaiser. An address was also made by
Charlemagne Tower, American ambassador to
Germany.
Seldom has the national capital witnessed
a more brilliant and distinguished assembly
than that which gathered on the esplanade
of the army war college around the pedestal
of Emperor William's gift. On the president's
stand were seated the president and the members of his cabinet, the German ambassador
and Baroness Speck von Sternberg and other
distinguished persons.
On the stand to the
right and left of the statue were the officers
of the army and navy in full dress uniform,
members of the supreme court, members of
congress and a number of distinguished Invited guests.
Germany's gift created
considerable unfavorable comment throughout the country on
the part of the foreign population with no
particular love for the emperor. The Poles
were especially critical and Polish societies
throughout the country met to protest against
the United States accepting the present from
royalty. The local Polish societies joined In
the protest.
There were many others who
wondered what Emperor William was aiming
fee,

chief

the general

Lieut.-Gen-

and that soon "something would be
doing." Since that attempt to damage the memorial of the great Frederick a strict guard has been main
tained about the statue.
Representative Bartholdt of Miswill
of congress
souri at the next session
champion a measure intended to change the
name of Lafayette square to Independence
square and he will ask that the memorial to
Gen. Jackson, which stands In the center of
the park shall be replaced by one of George
Mr. Bartholdt thinks that the
Washington.
name Lafayette square glveB too much prominence to a man of one nationality, while there
were men of other nationalities also to be remembered by statues in the park whb gave
Just as much service to the struggling colonies.
The Missouri congressman thinks that in a
makes an invidious
sense Lafayette square
Lafayette holds a peculiar place
distinction.
and though it
Americans,
In the affections of
may be without right or reason, he is known
much better to the people than either Steuben
There will be opposition to the
or Pulaski.
change in the name of the square, but as Lv
fayette is remembered in bronze at its most
commanding corner it may be that Mr. Bartholdt is right in contending that the double
honor Is too much to give one man.
General Steuben's service to the American
patriots hardly can be estimated. It was not
so much his aid in actual battle as his teaching of drill regulations and tactics and hit imparting to the revolutionary officers of the art
of maintaining efficient discipline that brought
him fame and the honor of the leaders of tin
revolutionary cause.
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SYNOPSIS.
jCÍTAPTER
with

I. Senator Muriry Vernon's
wag
lit
fiimc-- e
a call from hi puliiical boss
Both regretted It.
the state capital.
ft Kill mure tlum he.
he l
Lrra:igt'ri to attend a dinner that evening
villi him. Site anil she yearned for a national ulfice for hint.
CHAPTER II. -- On Vernon's desk In the
Hvnttte he found a red rose, deeoiiipanietl
Xy a plea for sufrn-r- e for women. He met
the ntiiltoress, pretty Miss Alaria Ureene
iif Chieniro, who propose,! to convert hin
nto voting for house, resolution Ku. is.
Greene seetired
CHAPTER III.-M- iss
Vernon's promise to vote for the suffrtiife
resolution.
He also aided her by convincing others. He took u lilting to the fair

rpt

by

fMiiTragt'tle.

CHAPTER IV. Misa Greene consulted
Vernon
irlth the Ht utenant-tiovernoto himself that the suffragette had
nfrred a strange feelins within hiin. Ha
forgot to rend his fiancee's letter.
CHAPTER V. Vernon nindo a pre.it
speech In favor of suffrage, atdetl by
alances from Miss Greene. The resolution wus made a special order.
CHAPTER VI Vernon wn pnthuiins-fl- c
on the prospects
sohtuoa. He

jKAa

much in Miss

cjreei.'a

-

company.

negle-fe- d
Vernon
CHAPTER VII.
He took Miss
of Amelia.
tíreene driving and laid out pluns for the
success of the resolution
Vernon's
speech
CHAPTER VIII.
paused a great newspaper
He
by Amelia, whu had
iu? being neglected
cot answered his letter.
CHAPTER IX Vernon Is "tipped o!T"
fhat his suiTrnge resolution may not pass.
As Miss Greene wus due the following
norniug he had no fears.
:sfi
Greene
CHAPTER
arrived
Lnd breakfasted with Vernon.
Aeross the
fining room, enirenched
jappt.nenls of the su.."r:t.i;e resolution, he
He started toward her.
(Spied Amelia.
trealed him coldCHAPTER Xl.-S- 'te
opp
women
of suffrage
ly and the
repioved him fur his pan.

ifcuuxhls

CHAPTER

sweeineai't," lie said, "1 must go
1 si.ould
huve been In the sen-al- e
ai ten o'clock; 1 hate to leave you,
but I'll explain everything when 1 get
back."
He waited an instant, then he went
on:
"Aren't you going to say: 'Good
by?' "
Amelia got up.
"I'll go, too," she srld. She was
still catching little sobs in her throat,
now and then. Vernon looked at her
III S'irne surprise.
"Why " he besan, Incredulously.
She must have divined his surprise.
"I have to help Mrs. Hodge
she said, as it In explanation.
"Hut, of course, I hate to bother you."
"Oh, nonsense, dearest," he Bald,
"Come on. Let's start."
impatiently.
"But I can't go looking: this way,"
she said. She walked across the room,
uud standing before a u.irror, wiped
her eyes carefully, then arranged her
l
her veil.
hat
"Would anybody know?" she asked,
facing about for his inspection.
"Newer come on."
They went out, and down the elevator. When they reached the entrance.

nW.

XII.-Mr- s.

thru his
told P.nator Vernon
V itb Mils
Greene had been hard upon
Amelia. He was told lo comfort her.

CHAPTER XIII.

V

Vernon hml a

te.tr-fu-

l

interview with Amelia, and he irie.l
move
to undo tlte ills wll!el' lis su7rf-rII.: part. ally "made
toad caused.
wlih Arrelia. who had turned lobbyist

ii"

gainst the resolution.

7 If

dot, correspondents ana page soys,
rudhed always across from one house
to the other, swinging hurriedly
around the brass railing of the rotunda.
It seemed that the tide of
legislative lile was Just then setting
In toward the senate.
Amelia,
"Oh, Motley," whispered
forgetting his offense, and clinging
close to him, "1 can't go In there,
really I can't."
"Nonsense." said Vernon, "come on.
Hodge-La-thro- p
I'll deliver you to Mrs.
in a minute; then you'll be perfectly safe. Hesides, you have your
lobbying to do."
Thry reached the senate entrarce,
and Ihe doorkeeper, seeing a senator,
through Ihe crowd for
onened a
their passage. There was confusion
everywhere, the nervous and excited
hum of voices from the floor, from the
vestibule, from the galleries, from all
around. And just as they stepped up
to the raised floor whereon the desks
of senslors are placed, Ihe gavel fell,
and silliness with It. Th.ey saw the
lieutenant governor leaning over his
de-k- ,
studying a slip of paper he hold
In his band.
"On this question." he said, "the
yeas are 30 and the nays are 17; and
s
havof the members-elec- t
ing failed to vote in the aXnr.at!ve,
Is
lost."
the resolution
Vernon stood transfixed. The whole
thing was borne In upon hira; he saw
and the
Mrs. Overman Hodge-Lathrop- ,
expression of calm and lofty satisfaction that had settled on her face told
him that it was the Ames amendment
that hnd been lost. But some new
thought seemed to strike her, for when
Senator Pcrter looked around with
something like a smile of congratula
tlon, she beckoned him, and he has-- '
tened to her side.
"Move to reconsider and to lay on
the table," she said, and with a look
of admiration he turned and made
the motion. It was put, It w as carried
of course, and the amendment was
lost irrevocably.
"Well, that's attended to," said Mrs.
"Ah, Mor-ley,Overman Hodge-Lathroshe said calmly, "you here? And
Amelia?"
"She's here," he said, "and I I did
not get here on time!" The shame and
mortification on his face were pitiable,
though they, could not have touched
heart
Mrs. Overman Hod'te-Laihrop'- s
''And 1 didn't get here on lime,"
he repeated, ruefully.
"Why, my dear boy," said Mrs.
hrop, "1 didn't inOverman Hodge-La- i
tend that you should."
He locked at her fiercely, angrily,
a second.
"So that was the game, was it?" he
said. He whirled, with another fierce
look, on Amelia.
"That was Ihe game. yes. Morlc-y,Hod
said Mrs. Overman
"but you needn't look at Amelia so
Innocent,
the deal
utterly
was
she
little thing."
Amelia came up. She had seen Ver
non's expression.
"What Is it what has happened?"
she hundred.
"Well, 1 got Itere too late, that's all."
said Vernon. "I was detained, and
hits just now
Mrs. Hoiige-Lathrekindly told me that she had arranged
ruined, that's
I
I'm
be.
that should
all: I'm lost."
,
"No, Motley," said Mrs.
You're saved
"you're saved.
She still smiled at
from yourself."
him sweetly. "You might have made,
don't you know, another one of your
speech s."
Vernon bit his lip and walked away.
He encountered Marl in. but could only
Martin relook at him helplessly.
turned his look with one of surprise.
"You here?" he said.
"Well, yes," replied Vernon. "At
last too late, it seems."
The sui prise had not left Martin's
fare; tu It was now added a perplexity.
"If we'd known." said Martin; "but
we thought, that Is, we heard, that you
had ducked."
Vet non shook his head as w ith a
pain that would not let him speak. He
was locking disconsolately across the
chamber to where Miss Ureene stood
As in a
talking with Ku'-- l Hums.
dream, he heard Mrs. Overman Iludge-I.athroexclaim:
"Ah, there Is that Greene woman!"
was
Mrs. Overman Hodge-Lathrolifting her gold glasses again. Vernon
wag wondering how he was to face
the Greene woman, lint at Mrs. Over-iuu- :
Hodge-Lathrop'- s
words an Idea
came to him.
"I'll go bring her and Introduce
her," he said. He boiteu away and
went toward her. She was cold and
Burns f.ed at
Fortunately,
distant.
his approach. t
"Can you forgive me?" he said. "I'll
explain it all iu an instant."
"And how?" she asked with a c'.:l!l
rise in her tone.
"Have you over r.tct Mrs. Overman
he asked Eiginli-- j
cantly.
"No," she answered.
"Then permit me," ho said. She
went with him. Mrs. Overman Hodge
I.athrop had withdrawn her delega
Urn to the rear of the chamber, and
there awaited Vernon's return.
'
,
per-- I
"Mrs. Overman
ntit me to present Miss Greene; Miss
Ansley, Miss Greene." And so on, in
the order of relative rank, he Intro- duced her to tho other Indies.
Hodge-Lathroex-- !
Mrs. Overman
tended her har. l officially. MissGreene
took it with a smile,
"1 am very Riad," she said, "to meet
Mrs.
Mrs. ah, jarden nio, hut what
was the name?"
(coi.i.ntled nest woe!:)

TO CONSUMPTIVES.
Edward A. Wilson's Prepralion of Hyphoaphi-te- a
and BlodRctH from th original formula is
the Sovetign Rtniefly for Consumption, Aath-mCatarrh, La Crippe, Coughs, Golds, and
all Throat and Lung Maiidies.
Thousands of people say thy have relieved by
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DAY BOAD,

who have ured It will have no other, and reecommend it to their fellow suffers.
It has cured many after they were given
physieions.
Jt as incumba by
testimonials, etc., address
For full
C. A. Abbot, Sole A.9;ent,
.X) Ann Street, New Yrok City,
N. Y.
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NOTICE FOR PULBICATION.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land office at Santa He N. M.. June IS,
Notice :s hereby given that Wyatt W. Dickey,
u" Siintij side. N. M., who, cn Jan. 1?, 1ÍS, mude
Tn'.ry No. V13,'í, Serial No. O.VI;l,i, fcr
Sectil n 12, Township ñ N.. Riiníre24 E. N. Ill
Meridiun, has filed nuticc of intrntk n to trake
Pinal Commutation Proof, to establish claim to
'he lend above described, before W. H. Parker
J. S. Conini ssioner. at his office in Sunnysiile, N.
t n the 31th day of July, 1 9.
Cliiimun: nunit s t.8 witnesses:
O. L. Myers.
V. T. Mryt3, W. II. Jone, J. C. Liles,
all ol
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CONTEST NOTICE.

5th. STREET MEAT MARKET.

Department ot the Interior. V. S. Land Office.
Roswell. New Mettico, June
lttlll.
A sufficient contest attldavit huvirifT been Med
comejiUtiit, t
ino. s iitoe by Jurats. J.
í linsi Homestead Entry. No. W.) (,4ón). tnailí
.ur,e2j. itK. luí- t;
Section 2:1. Township 2 N.
(laiKW.SC. N. M. I'. Meridian, by John R. Cox.
.'onte.-tee- .
in v.'liieh it is aüeeed ttmt said entry-uiabandoned sird tract; llint h,
for more t!t,n u.
hani'ed ;i's iesi 'enee
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OF FRESH NEWS
DISTHE LATEST IMPORTANT
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CRISP PARAGRAPHS.
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THE WEEK

SHOWINQ
PROGRESS OP
THE
EVENTS IN OUR OWN AND
FOREIGN LANDS.
WESTERN NEWS.
Sheep shearing has been practically
completed In Wyoming. The total clip
Is estimated at 38,000,000 to 40,000,000
pounds, as against 36,000,000 pounds
last year.
Upwards of 600 head of sheep, which
Wire being arivea to summer pastura
on the Helena national forest reserve.
In Montana, were poisoned by loco
weed and died.
Harry Orchard, life convict In the
Idaho penitentiary for the murder of
Governor Steunenberg, was baptized a
few days since by Elder Steward of
the Seventh Day Baptist Church.
The convention of the Western Federation of Miners at Denver by a practically unanimous vote, decided to call
a convention to bring about an affiliation between the Federation and the
United Mine Workers of America.
Ella Gingles was cleared at tbe close
of her sensational trial In Chicago
from the charge of stealing lace, but
the story she told on the witness
stand of being a "white slave" victim
was denounced as untrue by the jury
that freed her.
One of the features of the Grand
Army of the Republic encampment at
Salt Lake next month will be a living
flag, composed oi 1,284 children In cosOf this number 544 will be
tume.
dressed In red, 480 In white and 224 In
blue.
The Utah Automobile Club is cooperating with boards of trade and
commercial clubs in Utah and Idaho
of bad
to secure the improvement
stretches of road between Salt Lake
City and the Yellowstone National
Park.
James J. HUI and Edward H. Harrt-mathe two most prominent figures
In the railroad world, will be in attendance at the Transmlssissippi Commercial Congress which is to attract
thousands of visitors to. Denver from
August 16th to 21st.
On the 20th Inst.. Paul J. C.
known as "Dare Devil Derkum,"
horse-powrode a three and one-hal- f
motorcycle from Los Angeles to San
Diego and return In the remarkable
time of 10 hours, 59 minutes, 30 seconds. The course Is 320 miles.
The Chicago, Burlington & Qulncy
itallroad Company has quit the state
of Montana, according to a document
filed with the Secretary of State at
Helena, and the inference is that Its
lines in the southern part of the state
will hereafter be conducted by the
Great Northern exclusively.
A verdict of acquittal was rendered
at Los Angeles In the case of William C. Mitchell, the youth who killed
Cecil Thayer, a messenger boy, on account of his association with MitchBister. This was
ell's sixteen-year-olMitchell's second trial, the Jury In the
first case having disagreed.
According to a decision reached by
'western railroads, tariffs will go into
ffect October 1st equalizing the grain
rates to the Southeast from all points
Jn Iowa, North and South Dakota,
.Minnesota and Nebraska, so that grain
Chicago at
lean be moved through
jrates equal to those of St. Louis and
.other junction points.
The Iowa Board of Pardons has recpardon
ommended an unconditional
for Samuel Francis Smith, son of the
author of the hymn, "America," who
'was convicted five years ago and aentenced to the penitentiary for eleven
years on charges of perjury, larceny
Smith, now 72
and embezzlement.
years old, formerly was Mayor of Davenport. He was arrested for the alleged appropriation of the funds of
several estates entrusted to his care.
GENERAL NEWS.
Deaths by the Texas hurricane are
and the
now estimated at twenty-fiv- e
property losses at $1,000,000.
M. Clemenceau, the French premier,
and his cabinet resigned on the 20th
lnst., following the defeat of the government on a vote of confidence by
212 to 176.
In answer to an Inquiry, sixteen gov
emors have announced the belief that
their states will adopt the Income tax
Seven are
amendment.
r uncertain.
More than 40,000 orphans have been
given outings by about fifty clubs this
year, according to figures compiled by
the secretary of the American Automobile Association.
The New York Central detective de- partment Is arranging for the
to assist in
chase of bloodhounds
tracking down car thieves.
The Travelers' Insurance Company
or Hartford has decided that "habitual
aviators" must fly at their own risk,
and has Instructed Its agents not to
Insure them.
Bruno Hobbs, field secretary of the
International committee of the Y. M.
C. A., formerly a lawyer and business
man of Denver, was drowned July 224
at Silver Bay, N. Y., by the upsetting
of a canoe

The Maya Indians In the province
of Quintano Roo, Yucatan peninsula,
ambushed the Seventeenth
Mexican
infantry at Ocum, killing six troopers
and mortally wounding seven others.
There was a Blight earthquake shock
at Mason City, 111., on the night of the
18th lnst. Windows rattled, doors were
shaken open and hundreds of people
rushed Into the streets. No damage
was reported.
The United States Circuit Court of
Appeals, In a decision handed down
at San Francisco, has sustained the
constitutionality of the federal enact
ments providing that cattle or sheep
in transit by rail must be watered and
hours.
fed every twenty-eigh- t
Tbe success of several London suf
fragettes In obtaining their release
from prison by carrying out a "hunger
strike" has eauaed all of the suffragettes In Holloway Jail to adopt this
method of gaining their freedom. Miss
Elsie MacKenzle was discharged from
prison in a critical condition, having
gone 151 hours without food.
Herbert Latham, the French aviator,
attempted to cross the English Chan
nel on the 19th lnst. In his monoplane,
but after covering sixteen miles his
motor failed and the machine tell In
tbe water, from which he was rescued
unhurt by the French torpedo boat
destroyer Harpoon. He says that he
will try again.
Swift retribution overtook two reck- lesB automoblllsts at Yonkers, N. Y.,
who ran down and killed James Sinn,
a motorman. The men in the car kept
on at unabated speed. Then within
sight of the group that gathered about
their victim, their machine skidded
Into a tree, overturned and was destroyed by fire. The occupants leaped
out and disappeared.
The prosecutors of Harry Thaw are
criticised and Insanity experts scored
e
In a
booklet which Mrs. Mary
Copley Thaw, mother of Thaw, has
Just Issued. It bears the title, "The Secret Unveiled," and alleges tbe existence of a "cowardly combination"
against Tbaw and the taking of unusually oppressive measures in his case.
His entire sanity at present is strongly asserted.
At Vichy, France, on the 21st lnst.,
made an aeroplane
f aul Tissandier
minutes.
flight of fifty-siA company has been formed at Berlin for the purpose of erecting a great
airship garage, with landing and testing grounds. As the company is interested In dirigible balloons, it designs
to lease about 1,600 acres near Berlin
where it will erect great sheds and re
pair shops and benzine and hydrogen
reservoirs.
John S. Wise, Jr., of New York, who
is now in Paris, says that former
President Roosevelt, just prior to his
departure from New York on bis
hunting expedition, promised
him and other Republicans In New
York that he would return In time for
the mayoralty campaign. Mr. Wise
says he has not given up the hope that
Mr. Roosevelt will head the mayoralty
ticket In New York this autumn.
feet in
A cantilever bridge 1,550
length and costing $3,000,000 is being
built across the Copper River In
Alaska. It will be completed within
eighteen months.
The bridge crosses
the river between two large glaciers,
the Miles and Chtlds, the latter having
a frontage on the river varying from
Huge masses of ice
300 to TOO feet.
weighing hundreds of tons break away
from the face and plunge Into the
river with a report like the roar of a
cannon.
NEWS FROM WASHINGTON.

President Taft has advised Senator
Guggenheim that he expects to reach
20th or
Colorado about September
21st and be present at the opening of
the Gunnison tunnel.
Instead of shaking hands across a
painted boundary on the bridge at El
Paso next September, President Taft
and President Diaz will exchange vis-Itthe former crossing into Mexico
and the latter setting foot on the soil
of the United States.
Assurance comes from Peking that
American participation In the loan of
$27,500,000 about to be negotiated by
the Chinese government on the
Chuen railroad and other enterprises will be arranged to the entire satisfaction of this government,
thus assuring tbe maintenance of the
"open door" In China.
Letters have been presented to Presgovernors
ident Taft from twenty-fiv- e
of states in the Middle West and
South urging him to make a trip of
Inspection down the Mississippi when
he goes to attend the annual convention of the Lakes to the Gulf Deep
at New OrWaterways Association
leans in November next.
The Senate has confirmed the President's nomination of Charles E. Crane
of Illinois ot be envoy extraordinary
and minister plenipotentiary to China.
Approximately 908,000 acres of land
In Wyoming were designated July 22d
by Acting Secretary of the Interior
Pierce as coming within the enlarged
homestead act Up to date this makes
a total of 11,684,080 acres of land so
designated in Wyoming. The land Is
Irriga-tlon- .
not susceptible of successful
Reports

published

In

Washington

that Colorado may send a woman as
one of its representatives to the
Congress are attracting great
attention and comment. The cartoonist
of the Evening Star, under the caption,
"Catching the Speaker's Eye in the
Future," pictures the Colorado lady
representative In the front row of the
House. She wears a composite mushroom and peach basket effect hat, beSixty-secon- d

hind which anxious members vainly
try to catch the eye of tha Speaker,
some saying: "Hats off in front;"
others, "Aw, what's the use."

Cut out the pear blight and bum.
Keep salt handy for the horses and
the stock.
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Concentrated
poison Ivy.

Oat hay has a high feed
made right.

value

Give the dairy utensils

a good sun

bath each day.

MEN

Bulphuric acid will kill
If

AN OBSTRUCTED VIEW.

Ordinary wire fencing makes good
support for peas.

T

one fine day.

Was hanging

The stingy feeder cheats himself as
well as the cow.
Crimson clover Is the Ideal orchard
cover and green manure.

1

The discarded broom may find a
new Ufe of service In the hen house.

"I'd

If troubled with bloody milk examine tbe udder. It may be that it has
become bruised. If not it may be due
to Inflammation. If due to the latter
condition give the animal a laxative
followed by a dose of nitre. Reduce
the diet and bathe the udder frequently in cold water.
Be sure the hogs have fresh water
and shade. Hogs will do well and
make satisfactory growth with but little grain if they can range in the stubThey will
ble fields after harvest.
soon pay the cost of fencing. But
a poor hog fence is an abomination
and in the end will prove more expensive than one properly built. The
corner and gate posts must be solidly
set or no end of trouble will ensue.
The tried and proven sow should be
fetalned as long as possible. Many
valuable sows are condemned to the
slaughter house that should have been
kept in the herd. When a sow proves

prolific, a good suckler, a careful
mother, she should be retained in the
herd until she begins to deteriorate.
With such a foundation one can
One can reasonbank on something.
ably figure on the outcome. Not so
with a bunch of gilts. Half of them
may prove wholly unfit for brood sows
and tbe season's work may consequently be unprofitable.

Millet is considered a valuable crop
by many farmers familiar with Its
growth for the following reasons:
First, it may be grown as a catch crop
where some other crop has failed, or
on land that has been too wet for
early sowing. Second, it may be
grown as a crop for smothering weeds,
where those perennial in character,
as quack grass, Infest the land. For
this purpose it is very effective when
the land has been properly managed
prior to the sowing of the millet.
Third, it may be made to provide hay
in emergency when hay may be short
Fourth, It may
from other sources.
be made to furnish grain that proves
a good substitute for corn where corn
may not be a sure crop. Fifth, it is
a sure crop, when properly managed,
as It can be matured for seed in less
than 90 days from sowing; for hay
in less than 80 days.

out

the

not obaerved," she

teries;

aid.

And

Right

'

up against

nose.

It was

close,
The view she had not seen.
bo

and so it la with moat of us,
The beauties everywhere
ffe do not aee; some trouble small.
Some grief la hanging there.
They're blind as blind can be
The folks who will not aee.
The Cheerful Grouch on Landladies.
joke, tnd
"Next to the mother-in-larivaling the grandmother who dies on
a baseball day, I abhor that old bit ot
facetiouBness about landladies." Thus
the Cheerful Grouch with a brow of
fury and a sweet smile.
g
"Why do we abuse the
proprietor of the third floor-back?
Why do we lampoon on all occasions
her who ought not to be expected to
furnish porter-hous- e
steak for six dollars a week? Can we not find somebody to raise the voice in behalf of
MrB. Hashem?
Sbe Isn't half so black
as she is painted, and even It she
were, there is every excuse.
How
would any of us like to have every
meal disturbed with fear of what Mr.
CrosB-Patcthinks of the meat? Or
whether Miss Lanky likes the dessert? Maybe there aren't enough
to go round, or tbe potatoes are
scorched? In your own private home
you can tell the good man or the children to eat light bread or go without
potatoes if they object to a slight
taste of the Empyreuma. But what
can Mrs. Hashem do? If her boarders leave the rooms are empty and
the rent goes on and she is unable
to meet her rent, or Mr. Hornswoggle
skips his board bill. Oh, there are a
million annoyances attached to cooking for other folks besides your own
family. And if the landlady is nervous, anxious, hysterical and stingy
to boot, be patient. If she is gossipy
remember thrt you are her only
and make her daily round.
Above all, remember that if you don't
like her you can keep house which
every woman ought to do, anyhow."

profound,

and

Yet there Is none in all
the world
So close as he;
to his
My heart-throheart are whirled

her

I ween,

lakes

Inland seas,
'Twlxt him and me.

And not a glance she gave
me as
She stood there, hanging
clothes.
With one old worn-ou- t
piece of cloth.

Peas and oats grown together make
a splendid grazing ration for elthor
swine or sheep.

The smell from the hog pen IndiHogs like to root because It's the
cates pretty accurately the lack ot
nature of the beast. They're built
thrift of the farmer.
that way. Why not give them the
may put chance?
The summer
boarder
money In the bank, but look out It
Use the washday soapy water on
don't put tbe wife In the graveyard.
tbe garden. Sprinkle on the plants
Head lice on tbe little chicks tell which have lice on them and It will
the story of that droopy condition. kill them.
Get rid of the lice or you will lose
your chickens.
Fresh, clean water Is important
with every animal on tbe farm in the
Do not increase the hay ration to summer time, but above all others
the horse as the work grows heav- with the cows.
ier, but do so with the grain ration.
Sheep kept continuously upon the
It is the latter that makes muscle.
same pasture for Beveral years are
Ground Intended for the strawberry more than apt to be troubled with
bed should be prepared now. Plants stomach worms.
may be set In September If not earPowdered soapstone sprinkled on
lier. Have the ground In fine shape.
the bands before milking will make
If the lice are unchecked they will the operation pleasanter for both the
take about as much flesh off the pigs cow and the milker.
as you can put on them by generous
a correPoor seed sown means
feeding. Get rid of the lice It you
sponding poor yield. Too much care
want to make a profit.
cannot be taken in knowing the qualTicks on cattle can be gotten rid ity of tbe seed to be sown.
of by going over the animals with a
Careful feeding Is better for the
sponge moistened in crude petroleum.
Go over again in about two weeks, stock and better for tbe farmer, for It
when tbe eggs have hatched a new makes a profit for him at both ends,
saving the food and bringing better
brood.
gains in the stock.
Lots ot time is lost at harvest time
To keep the cloth wet which you
because the tools have not been got
in readiness for the work. Easier to place over the milk or water bottle to
make repairs before the macblnes are keep it cool when taking it to the
needed than just when crops and men field set It in a shallow dish of water
and let the edge of the cloth dip into
are ready.
the water.
Some farmers bore holes in their
No trees in
the pasture? Then
pocketbooks by boring holes in the
barn floor to get rid of the liquid make shade for the cows by putting
manure. Little do they think that up some posts and throwing over
they are letting the richest part of them a thatched roof. It Is a shame
to keep the cows under tbe hot rays
the manure ' escape them.
of the sun all day.
The horse which has picked up a
If you can give the weary work
nail In his hoof must be treated carefully or serious lameness may result. horse a roomy box stall with plenty
Cut open the wound until It bleeds of nice clean bedding, you will find
freely, then .wash in carbolized water he will come out In the morning In
and pack the foot with oakum.
better temper and condition for work
than he otherwise would.
See that the sheep are protectetd at
night from prowling dogs. The best
North Dakota is hot after the tuberwoven wire cular cow. A new law compels the
protection is a seven-foo- t
fence. Over this dogs will not go. branding of all cattle that react under
Such a fence can be used In one cor- the tuberculin test. A letter "T" not
ner of the field and the sheep driven less than one inch in length must be
into the enclosure at night and the punched in tbe left ear of each animal
entrance closed.
proven tubercular.

E ARK apart as east ana
west.
My love and me!
"Tween me and him I love
the best.
There rolls the sea.
The round back of the
world there Is;
And all the ocean's mys-

clothes.
called to her: "The day
la fine;
You're happy, I suppose?
It's lovely overhead."

Sheep thrive under good care, and
are a good source of profit.

Plan for a rest during the fair season.
Take wife with you and have
a good
vacation.

ABSENCE.

i

neighbor

NEXT-DOO-

Continually.
My faithful eyes rest on his face:
The eyes of love have vanquished apace,
Though time and tide drive on apace,
My love sees me.

His voice, at morning, noon and night,
I ever hear.
The sky and earth and sea unite
Mine to his ear.
My thoughts are his, and his are mine.
For Just us two the heavens shine;
So close he seems yet, sweetheart mine.
Come here! come here!

Two Fancy Summer Dishes.
Asparagus is extra dainty if served
with a Hollandalse sauce to which is
added tbe Juice of a blood-orangand
a bit of finely grated orange peel.
For the Hollandalse, put two tablespoons of good vinegar Into a pan with
salt and pepper. Boil down to a
Add to this two tablespoons
cold water and the yolks of two raw
eggs.
Stir till thick, then add an
ounce of butter, stirring it off the fire
till It melts.
Let It reheat, and add
gradually more butter, perhaps three
ounces in all. Add a spoonful of water to keep It from turning.
(This
is an elaborate French recipe.)
Strawberries are delicious served in
a scooped out pineapple with dice of
the pineapple pulp, marinaded with a
light wine and powdered sugar.
Put
frozen or whipped cream on top, after refilling tbe pineapple.

Nuts or Meat.
Nuts have an extraordinary food
value; they are the cheapest form of
energy, and contain protein in abundance.
For this reason they are a
meat substitute, not an accessory.
They should not be eaten as a wind-u- p
to a hearty meal, except in very
small quantities.
There are many combinations of
nuts which are both attractive and
wholesome can be made Into soups,
sandwiches and salads, and are excellent taken with all kinds of fruit.
The oil in the nut combines readily
with the acid.
Salt should be eaten freely with
THE MILLS OF MAN.
nuts.
In hot weather they are nourishing
HE!
mills of God grind
slowly, but
substitute for heart7 foods, but reThey grind exceeding
member to eat sparingly when meat
small."
And though they grind is used.
with mystery,
"THE TALCUM POWDER."
They grind with Justice,
all.
E WALKED Into a grand
cafe.
Said he: "Bring on your

But fast
night
The mills
grind

and long, and
and day.
of man grind,
alway.
And Freedom Is the price
we pay

eats;
mortgages are paid;
corn's rlx;
I'm in for lots of treats."

The

To mills of man.

"The mills of Ood grind
slowly, but
Two ways of curing clover hay is
They grind exceeding
first to let it get well wilted, cock it
small,"
up in small heaps, let It sweat over And He has wreaths
for those who
night, stir It out In the sun next day,
Btand,
And balm for those who fall.
then haul to tbe mow before It gets
really dry so the leaves shatter off. But in
the mills that men control,
The second way is to cut when the are ground the body, heart and soul,
dew is well off, follow with a tedder Our spirit crushed, we pay the toll
To mills of man.
and rake up and haul In the barn as
soon as dry enough bo it will rattle
Wooden Utensils.
when handled with tbe fork.
In many of the modern kitchens,
these utensils made of wood rolling-pin- ,
Extensive
farming
and dairying
chopping-bowl- ,
bread board, etc.
don't go together. It takes small are being superceded by articles man-- j
farms and Intensive dairying to make ufactured from glass, marble and oth-- !
good dairymen. Just as long then as er nonflbrous materials.
But in the
the average farmer wants to own all majority of homes the
the land that joins him, and under- kind are still on duty, and, indeed,
takes to farm it all, he isn't going to they are preferred by many housepay much attention or take much in- wives who are afraid of the danger
terest In dairying. Occasionally there from breaking glass or china.
will be a farmer who appreciates what
But it must be remembered that the
dairying means to his soli, to his fam- chief drawback to the wood is the
ily and to his posterity, and he will difficulty In keeping It absolutely
be interested in dairying. He will be clean. They are most unsanitary if
a dairyman, and of all the farmers in put away without a thorough investi
his community he will be the most gation oi every noon and crack In tbe
successful.
wood those comfortable shelters for
germs and decomposing food. Before
Reynolds
points
B.
out
Prof J.
the putting the wooden utensil away,
troubles which arise from faulty Junc- scrape it well and wash it In cold
tions of drain laterals with the water.
This latter is important, as
mains leading to an Interference with the hot water opens the poors of th
the flow and a resultant lodging of the wood thus rendering
it more sussilt until it finally blocks the drain. ceptible to dirt. Scrape and rub with
1b
says
sometimes best, when the grain of the wood, and never put
It
He
the lateral has plenty of fall, to make away without drying well preferably
tbe junction two Inches above the on the back of the stove.
A little salsoda in tbe water is a
head of the main. In any event, the
junction should not be right angled, sanitary precaution, and it Is well to
but preferably at an angle of 30 de- remember that wooden bowls should
grees. The silt basin Is a valuable de- never be placed on the shelf upside-dowi
vice In draining; its use and importance cannot be too well understood.
It may be used at tbe junction of two
Jelly Tips.
or more drains in a line of drain,
Put up a small amount of fruit at a
where It is necessary to change the time. The result Is more satisfactory,
grade from a steeper to a less steep and in this way the work is done with
one. The purpose of the silt basin less fuss and feathers than when a
Is to collect silt or mud In a part of whole day is consumed.
the basin below the line of tile, and
Care In selecting the fruit Is imthus prevent the silt from lodging in portant; be sure to take It under, raththe drain and finally blocking the er than over, ripe. Imperfect, cheap
flow. In form the basin Is a small fruit Is never an economy.
well, 12 to 24 inches In diameter, exThe most satisfactory way, if one Is
tending from 12 inches below the line afraid of experiments, lies In the
ground
surface,
to
where
the
tile
of
way of "kettle canning,"
It is provided with a movable cover to which means merely stewing the fruit
allow occasional cleaning. It may be with an equal amount of sugar and
constructed of brick, stone or plank
sealing In hot cans or Jars or glasses.

The

brought

waiter

a

menu card.
Which he before him
flaunted
"Just bring me some o
this," he said,
B.v
French words nothing daunted,

"This" proved
tatoes: so
He ordered
"that,"

Potatoes, too! Surrounded
Potatoes there he sat!

to be
some

po-

of

by

And then he asked for strawberries;
They served him in a trice.
With cream and powdered sugar, too,
But this did not suffice.

For Reub got up and walked away,
Loud grew his tone and louder,
Said he: "Why do you bring me fruit.
All doped with talcum powder?"
Brandled Peaches.

There is no preserved fruit which

so well repays the time and trouble
of its preparation.
Brandied peaches
"go" well with any meal a simple
luncheon, a light supper or elaborate
dinner. They may be served as a side-dis- h
with game or meat, or, whipped
cream being added, tbey make a delicious and uncommon dessert.
Select large, perfect peaches, place
in a colander, carefully, and steam
gently until hot through. Then peel
and drop into hot syrup to cook a few
moments. Do not let them get mushy.
Do not stir tbem. Put them away In
large,
jars that they
may not be broken, and pour over
them any rich syrup flavored with
brandy to taste.
The Cllver Goose.
in social economy can be
learned from the goose. The letter
V which they form in flight has Its
origin in an Instinct of mutual aid.
Every wing stroke of the rear birds
drives a strong current of air forward, which helps to force the air
pressure on the leaders.
Perhaps we can gain a less&n in the
value of mutual help in the world's
work In the importance ot effort to
make the burdens of life easier for
the backward and the slow. But if
it has no strong moral lesson, It may,
at least, give us a better opinion ot
the scientific knowledge and economlo
justice ot the much despised goose.
A lesson

7V--
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TIME TABLE.
From Santa Fe U Torrance.
Leaves Santa Fe at 1:15 r. si. going
South-

New line of Fro licshy Califorma
Buckskin Gloves at Illaiikenship & Co

Mi:.s. P. M.

0r- - anai rrrfr ttTiO
i tLKJix
iviSLinu

Jaramillo, Prop's.

ROOMS by the DAY, WEEK,
,1
or MONTH.
P.M. gomgsouth.
First Qass Accomodations.
S:ch. P. m.
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the weather is hot heie, much
F, C. HASTINGS. .
hotter than in that liitrh class
Mexico
Carpenter and Builder. summer resort in New
where the sheriff resides and
South Side Of Tire Thza,
.second because the search for one
N. M.
Edward Rice, wanted in San
Sunnyside,
Miguel county for forgery, has
noth-jing- ,
:: RICARDO HOTEL :: 'thus far availed the sheriff
searched
although
has
he
Prop's,
REVEN,
&
Miss
Jlrs. HINSON
high and low.
IN TOWN
BEST ACCOMODATIONS
It happened all because the
N. M.
RICARDO,
sheriff, soothed by the balmy
"T.
breezes of the Moj.ive desert ar.d
, .
,,
The Cough Syrup that ,,
.
. ...
. ,m 'tiie irentio
r
rocKincoi a ruuman
a.
liv actine as a cathartic on the car, went to sleep and slept not
not wisely, but too well.
bowels is
The New Mexico officer went
out to San Francisco a few days
ago, where he succeeded in ai-- !
resting Rice, who 3 wanted in
Las Vegas for forging railroad
nay checks.
The forgery was
committed in March of 1907 and
Rice, after making his escape
went to San Francisco and enlist-- 1
He was!
o in thp rpimUir armv.
.
f jund at the Presidio by Sheriff
, ,
contains no opiates, gently moves the Romero, who at OtlCe put hlul Oil
towels, carrying the coid olt througtt tne .;, trnia for Las Vegas.
Guaranteed to E'v3
antral channels.
As a measure of precaution.
latitacticn cr money reiundotl.
" For ssle by the Sunyside Drup; Co.
Rice. was handcuffed and put tc
bed in a Pullman berih on the
"j inside of the berth with the sherR. SCKOCH.
The oiheer
iff on the outside.
Contractor and Builder,
removing
his
sleep
to
went
after
Specialty"!
"Cement Work A
&
made
he
And
there
trousers.
Call on me for bids on all
piictc- iiflUl
liUSUUVt.
lllsecctu
cl
Buildings.
kinds of
ing the. trousers upstairs he lefi
N M.
Fokt Sumner,
in thp hert.h cióse
flinm
W..I. liamrino..0 ...
PROFESSIONAL.
to Rice's hand. Rice did not gc
to sleep.
He waited until the
DR. W. R. LCVELACE.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON. officer v.fas slumbering peacef ulTj
SURGERY A SPECIALTY.
thn he deftly removed the
Office at the store oi the Sunnyside
kevs, unlocked the hand- llrup Company.
cuffs, possesssed himself of $2i
Sunnyside.
ew Mexico.
in cash which was in thjsheriif's
C. C. DAVJDSON.
trousers pockets and, ciimbing
ATTORNEY AT LAW. lover the sleeping- officer.
Pie
Practices in all the Courts.
Special attention to 2arid cases left the car at Needles, after adbefore the U. S. Land Office. ding insult to injury, by taking
New Mex.
Tlcl'mcari,
Romero disthe slier ff s grip.
his prisoner was
that
covered
WHARTON & LAWSON.
missing almost as soon as he was
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
'gone.
He left the train here
N- - II.
Ar.AMor.ORUo.
Rice
and tcok up tiie search.
uni-- j
army
wearing
the
still
was
M. R. BAKER.
forrri, and it was thought at first
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
that he would b? caught without
Content Cases Before U. S.
a Specialty.
trouble but thus far he has
NOT Alii 1'LELIC IN OFFICE.'
in evading arrest.
Sunnyside.
New Mexico.
liimipin i'q nr.p fif the most
widely known peace officers in
A. J. GILLIAM.
Atrent for Texico Steam Laundry,
the southwest and has a record
W. and W. Tailoring Co.,
for always landing his man. This
ALSO,
time, however, proved the fatal
CtT DARKER SIICP.
exception.
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Administrdtion Üüüdiní

" not a school for farmers onlv,
VIi!Ic
Tba department
its wcrk in Apiculture is espeda'l
strong.
occupies a new builciri'g en-- J lnr. wtll equipped laboratories, fina
of two hundred acres under irrigastock end an experimcnud
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AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, N. MEX.
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Wcrk a Specialty.
Jim Womack.

s. J. SLANE,
DEALER IN

Duties of CldMme
At the formal banquet of the six.
eenih century the man who er.rveil
(he mea, was bound with the red tane
of precedent.
When carving for uls
lingui.-he- d
guests ne had to remember
liiift certain parts of tho birds o meat
must be set aside. In carving to1' hlrs
mid and lady lie was exnected to ex- ercise Bieat discretion in the size or
the pieces ho sent around, "for .'Hdles
will be soon angry and their thought Í
eharijred, and some lords
are
soon pleased and some not, as they
He was expected
lie or complexion."
to have the rules bo!h of the kitchen
und the peprnirn at his knife's ene!. A
pike, lor Instance, mus:t be disned up
whole lor a loid, and in slices for
commoner folk. The rank of his di
ners, too; determined whether a pis
was to be served up whole, sllceis,
ul.iin or with Ro'd leaf, or whether
new bread or bread three days old
should be eaun.

JOHN HAY'S

SENSE CF HüMOR

Statesman Was Exceptionally Gifted
in This Respect, According
tu Biographer.

Few of our public men have had a
more delicate or delicious humor,
coupled in an unusual way with a
keen nnd euttins wit. We are lortu- WALL PAPER
narB n tile preservation of so many of
"
Work
"All
Guaranteed.
his addresses. Speaking of his
Mrs. Rol rt Chilcls has the typhoid
Sumner,
opportunities for talking 'u
New Mex. fevt r and it is to be hoped she will
Ihigland, Mr. Jlay wrote to a friend:
soon recover.
This is another warning
"You never saw a people so willing
t.i our people to look out for an epidemic
Rincrs Little Liver Pills-sm- all.
and eager to be bored as these blessed
John Hulls. If I were of the Xoronlc
Íileasant and ea3y toCo.take, boici
type, which takes delight in human
IrU2
The Guadalupe
Cour.tv. Tcüc'ien
anguish,
could make a speech every
,
Ins itute be,-:a-n
last Mon lay and will
night the year round. Hut 1 refrain-be- ing
7or Sale 1?0 acrpB of paientpd laBt four weeks. J. v. Clark of
merciful and lazy."
land, within 5 miks of F rl Albuqurifs is VrinnpM and he will e
Of a candidiate for the presidency,
ibumner; living water; a choice issited the two last weeks by I rof.
he said:
"There seems no limit to
Ho
.
.
.
place for a dairy ranch; cheap Schrech. of fiantaltosa. T ! ch rs shou d
his eager credulousness.
see- to it that they after 1 this institute.
all he
seems able, to believe anything
for cash.
asks Is that It shall be Incredible."
c. w. toor.
The man's party he characterizes as
Heights to Be Attained.
P a.nview
of
Dr. J. D. He,'0').l
u "l'oi'tuiious concourse of unrelated
A erochetv old farmer of Mn.wohu
la interested in tiie
tub- Texas
who
prejudices."
fcr the
y$ bshment of the lio'iness College, paid setts had trouble with his ni
Describing a collection of sacred
SO DAYS' THIAU F OH Í1.U0.
and as a result, sought his conn ;!'
Fort Sumner a visit this week He Is
On sale at the Sunnside Drug Co's.
Samuel L. i'owers, relics gathered by, Philip II,, he plays
fully writes: "With the exception,
favorably iuipreasr'd with the condit ni says Lippineott's.
of Cuvler, Philip could see more
here; the Doctcr. isa practici.l m;n of!
"I want yeow ter write him a Infer
in a bone than any man who ever
i i ia'rs and will
make a fa.orabie an' tell him this here foolishness he?
got ter stop." he declared firmly. "1 lived. In his long life of osseous enreport to the people of P'ainview.
know what I want ter say, but I ain't! thusiasm he collected 7,421 genuine
relics whole skeletons, odd shins,
What'c the UreT
got the larnln' ter put it just r'atit."
s
and skulls of martyrs
Clevelitnrl Lefider üjones I beleng
"What do you want to say?" i'.tr. teeth,
sometimes by a miracle, of special
to the "Don't Worry club."
Powers asked.
grace,
duplicate
getting
skeletons of
"Wr-rII- ,
begin by tdlin' him t'net
Psnillh Do you live up to In, prln- The oldest Daily in the South-ves- t. clples?
he's the dnrndest. lyln'est, tlilevln'est, the samo saint." "CasUlian DRys,"
(.'liarles
C.
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Moorea,
in
1
?utnara'3
on
ft
koepp rna
try lo. CJre,
st skunk
alr.h and then
Hionrs
awake nlfhls trying to roiuoijjLi'r nil work up."
the rules.
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Bapt'st Mission
ary for the Portales ussociatlon and
Rev. S. M. Edwards, Colporteur for
the association, commenced a revival
meeting here last Saturday and have
held services here all the week.
There has been a gratifying interest
shown and several professions of religion. Two members of the Locust
Grove Church were baptized in Lake
Sumner on Wcdni'tdiiy.
It is thought tiiat a Baptist church
will bo organized here.
P.ev.
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General EJacksmilhirig, Wagon Work and
Horseshoeing
Machinery Repairs A Specialty.

Leaves Wtllard 6:13
Arriv, . at Torrance
Going North.
Needles, C.ll., July 23.
Leaves Torrance at 11:05 A. M.
Sheriff Cleofes Romero, of San
Williard at 12:40 p. m.
Arrives at Santa Fe 5:23 P. M.
Jagüel toui'ty, N. M., has been
Makescio.se connection, with the Pek-umvimRg visitor in Neediest
'
fut-ol- l'
at Williard; with the bout!
WO days, during
th
western at Torrance ami with tta
sad-- 1
j which time he has be come a
S. F. at Ken.ieriy.
A. T.
II. W.Coomek, Acting Manager, dur and a wiser man ; first because
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J. H. Leslie has contracted with of bchroener, N. E.ilry
No. liWUi, hmm in.
iroule H1.me.1umd
( Aivi.i Allen to grub and Lreak his forty
Svction A. 'lown.Hhip 1 a. lii.ne
ol,Vh.u. tor
um
1' Meridian. Ii.m tilui notive uf iinenl
acres adjoining Professor Phillips on 22 E. N M Final
1'f.of, to emuDliHh
Commutation
tumake
the southwest. Mr. Leslie says he will cla.nitothu lan.i nlrtivo oescribeii. before 1 rank
N. M.,
N. eaiío, U. b. Court Culm'., at
put in twenty acres of orchard and on
the nth tlr.y of Septemlier, lliey.
t:laimanl names as v. ui.esse; VVedley Anurew C.
make his home on his land next spring. Rolieiu-.
llonaid,
Ceorke A. Ke.ly.
ml ot S .himJer, N. M.
Jan.e W. i.i i
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'loi.iai t ti.'.ve:i,
l'i whatim I;, ! iii.:e und
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of Bm h.nian. J. M.
Parties coming into Fort Runnier to Vi il .ra 1J.
'1. C. '1
N. Keiiistiir.
iiuy goods on Sunuuy should not feel
July CI -- foil i
Kurt iaC our nierchuuLs if t'iey have to
wait until Monday msriiin;?.
7'he surest and eaisest way to cure a
Tiie law is very strict against keep- cou.'h or cold is by irently and freely
ing op n business houses (i.i Sunday.
movinti the bowt lw. i'ees Laxative C'oueh
Syrup is piesant, stois the conj;:nK and
F. L. HoIHcay, who has h:'.d charge quickly relieves the co'd liy allayiiijt conof tiie r.utoinoli.1. s runiiinj; on the gestion and by plcai.ant'y ami promptly
ilei:Ae.:l-Teirranc- e
line, and wiio Iiat movin-- tiie loi'.'cis.
iol.t by Sunnyside
hut'.muy Jers exper erice in huihlhiij Drus Co.
and riii!n!iii; hmrciieR en the lakea in
vVini i'nin, has located in Fort Sumner
of
Mr. C. E. Aflterraan, in char-- e
and takt n a :oitien as master
construet'on wor1: for tiie Roosevelt
for the Development Company, County Telephone Company, arrived
of the- - erection Monday and immediately bee-alie will have cliM-gwork
bit; on the new I uiidinir thut is to bouto
nd operct'on of the company's
town
the
antl
ihiiit
irr tva.icn r.urrrin.r
the telephone ixch.".n;e.
It will be a
water worliS plan:.
frame buildinjr, 24 x V,2 feet of nent
Jlr. liollith y is also plniinin, to put dosipi and tiie work is well underway.
s wo pleasure boats on La';e Siimuer,
Tee location, at the corner of 6 til St.
packet and Sumner Ave., is excellent from ti e
and a pa;ipen;;er and ex.trt-t.beat to run clown the crnr.l about four Telephone Company's point of view,
r.ii'es. This meiiicd or tr nporlalkn, for they can run their line st.'aij.'.ht un
while un'oiK- - in tin? arM "n t, is very the rdley to ti.e (Vr-ernd also have
,.'q. iil:r i nd I'lrefitalk' on the c::nals ol recess to an alley running toward ti e
J; y;.t and liriia.
lake. I'ti'1 svv:teh bcani lo be hvita'ltd
jv r. !J oil it. ay lias inspected t!e
crn- - w!ll hfivc; a CEpai-itol.' 1ÜK) t(h:p':one
.'
ami cays iM lit:v.!;Ktien for Ufo
and the vallo y will be furnished service
with n l.or.t U cairy a .'u . ;. as we'd
the city for this lattr
hridcf. (.hrpcte a line v.'ill be v.m directly into
i.iirrtnpers is pract. bie.
'.vil! net'd to be raised to ma e herd
tae alley i rein tl'.e man hue two
ror'ti Cor t! e pffMDj.cr. tnJ ajo,'l; to mi es cst oí town. Tt will tal- e pliout
,:'.i! n.'it whh the iahe to allow louts to
tiii'i o weeks to crnpii te tlie bnilri'n.-The lout may be rer: bikI i:r;ctl",r thut? v. f el s v, id Lo
;.ai ;i t',!'o;it''h.
ep t;ir e u: W to liie hea. -- ,.T.le and sufficient to insiall the service.
c..u-- 1
..ov. n four m.Us t ti. cent. roí
ce'
cvU'.cnce
This is but another
atk n. A Kj.c-e- of auout s:x to e'plit Fti. t i'itnr.ner'j p.ro;- - tr ty t.nd r.iiutiiti
nu'es pi r hour in )erri:itíSoie, tn
nstcir.ee' of eh- - faith sl:ov. n by outside
proves a hen lit rather than an inii.ry c.ipitafsts. Dr. C. K. Lukens, prssltiei t
tj the cana!, by ht'.rrin-- cf the fi t ; :i" of tilt? tviii.p.ny, is in a pos. ten to
Th't- - coietjare Furt S.iir.ner with utncrytiun;;
rriakiivj the cannl eccur Lctt.r.
convenience to c jninui'iit.i s ni ti e Territoiy antl l. ii
packet will be a
the pardoner in hiiiifrini, Irs tru.'k to aVitl'n. ftutli in our iuture serves ta
market v. it. .out leaving his garutii col film for the hundredth time vlii.
himself.
v.e i.11 kr:c.w--ih- i.t
Fort Sumner is the
Mr. llollidny understands ah automobest town in E:.sterp. New liexijo, in
bile as tht rotghly as a Fort Stunner its i.'iisr.cy.
toy understands a burro, and if any ol
our capital sis are neriously considering
A. B. Harris hnished lotiiin;r It's 'ast,
the ciiliicultit s of learniii;:; to drive one
This practicar of wool on Friday.
t'lOymny now feel assured of a safe
cally cleans up the recent wool clip In
counselor on this subject.
tl:e Fort Sunnier distr.ct, but there is
still a small amount beinr; held here.
ManZan is jrood for any kind of Files.
creates a
It stops inilamaticn,
normal circulation, thus reducing the SLEEP FOn
THE SLEEPLESS.
Piles, and heals the parts ail'ectal.
iilanZan may be conveniently and easily How a French Specialist Goes to Work
applied, r.8 the tube ill which it is put
to Woo Slumber for His Wide-Awak- e
up h:s a small patent, nozzle attached.
Patients.
Sold by Sunnyside Dru Co.
A French specialist has come to the
rescue of persons afflicted with insom-mia- .
Mart-M- o
Lovato, who l.ts been s'ck
His method is somewhat vaguely
for some tim is now rapidly improve-i.ic;- . described as "lulling the wideawakes
to unconsciousness
much as babies
are put to slumber."
"It
is
perfect
a
palr.ee
of peace that
erecting
forty
S. J, Siane is
another
he has opened In lovely Touralne,"
foot coal bin, and has just bought a says
the Lady's Pictorial.
"Here is
larf;e amount of alfalfa hay from P'. never a disturbing
sound. The silence
A, Manzanares and will push tne coal,
is broken only by the absolutely mohay and grain business.
notonous and soothing tick, tack, tick
of solid grandfather clocks,
tho
P. L. Crooks hus just cf jji iletetl his scarcely perceptible, drip of and
unseen
lar;re store roocrn which is one of the fountains.
"Everything is seen through a cerulest in tjwn. Mr. Eroos Centemplates
cutting the upstairs floor into bed;oom3 lean haze, everybody moves In list
and furnishing thtm for rent; most slippers, the air is fresh but lull of
likely the lower store room will be used faint perfumo., llefore the eyes of
very refactory patients slowly revolve
as iidininij hall and kitchen, this mak-in- r
colored balls, not the smallest rose
it one of best hotel buildings in leaf being allowed to
crumple In any
town.
bed, each being so designed that there
is no possibility of the body growing
Here, in fact, the "wooing of
Mrs. S. J. Slane is visiting her weary.
sleep has been made a positive scidaughter at Tuiarosa this week.
ence, and it Is said no one can keep
awake here, however hard he may
Mrs. D. L. Smallvvocd left Monday try."
for a visit with her parents at Ciarks-viliTexas.
Accounting for It.
Outgoing heads of the government
departments sometimes mnko a few
Notice
"personal" p.uniotious upon the evo
Covern-meon
lots
the
Perrons taking
of their departure, and a clerk In the
fencing
Townsite are notified that
department of agriculture, believing
thei,' lots does not comply with Kule 5, that Secretar Wilson would go tha
besitits tuey are running tliu chance of way of the rest of tho Roosevelt cabhaving to pay damages if stock should inet, ventured to approach him with
a little plea for special recognition.
be cut on the wire,
"I have been In the department
C. W. Foor,
since the time you were Hist made
Sec'y Board of Control.
the clerk began.
secretary,
"1 know it I know lt," the secre.
him away. "Every
Whin you see an X opposite your tary said, waving
) am
a very patient and
knows
one
snbyour
know
may
that
name you
considerate man." Harper's Weekly.
seription has c::pircd ar.d thut jou owe
for the itfcview,

sir"

